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!:)BSTRACT i
The study aimed to examine the ego functioning of the
creative child, with. view to teatlng theories of
creative functioning. The development of these
theoriee is reviewed from Freud'e writings Mt the
beginning of the century to more current conceptions
of Creativity as • function of ego proCeSses. The
thaories examined related to the ego functions of
Tolerance of Ambiguity, Regression in the Service of
the Ego and Empathy, all of which were hypothesised .a
being employed to a greater degree by creative
individuals. A theoretical conception of the
autonomous 1 intellective and creative ego was
developed according to Norma Haan'. (1977) view of
Constructivist Man. The ego functiD"_ of 60 children
(39 male and 21 female' batween the agee of Band 12
years were testad by having their mothers rate them on
Haan's Q-sort of Ego Processes. A measure of
Creativity was obtained using activitias from the
Torrance Test!:>of Creat.ive Thinking (Torran(:m1974)
comtIeted by the chiIdren. Anal'yBiS oT th~ rcsults
1~iled to show any signifie~nt support for the
hypotheses con~arning the 3 main Ego Function.. Of
the other ago functions also sMmined using the Haan
inatrument, only that of Substitution show~d a
significant (and negative) correl~tion with
Creativity. This Buggasted that (a) children
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employing this ago fun~tion to a aignifi~ant degree
tend not to be ~reative and (b) Mothers valuing
substitution highly may tend to stifle creativity in
their children by their expectations and parenting
styles. The failure to find significant support for
the hypothesis is attributed to Ca) p~ssible
incomplete meaaurea of Creativity and (b) the Mother's
di4ficulty 1M using the ego rating instrument in an
unbiased way rather than rating for Racial
desirability and perceived eNpectations of the
research on Certain key functions. It was concluded
that trained professionals may be better equipp~d to
accurately assess ego functioning. A discussion of
the res!.t1ts and 1i mitaU OriS of the study follows with
a consideration of methodological problems in the
measurement of both Parsohality and Cre~tivity.
Buggestions are made for further r 'search. No strong
conclusions can be drawn regarding the v~lidity of the
theories discussed but they are felt to be very useful
form!.llatiol1sfew worJ{ in t.heeducational and clinical
fields.
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1The phenomenon of Creativity has for most of this
cantury and for man; centuries before it offered a
tantalizing mystery for thinkers and researchers. It
is deeply linked to the notion of Inspiration and for
this rUBson plays a unique role in being part of that
which makes us pe~uliarly human. This short study
aimed to explore a little further the nature of
Cre.:d:.ivityby testing some weB ~olCJwntheories about
:Lt."" Itloddng. It:. is hoped that by gaining a broader
understanding of the phenomenon, we Can foster its
growth through education And so encourage cr~ative
thinking and producing in children.
The impetus for this study came from w~rking as a
psychologist at the Schmerenbeck Educational Centre for
Gifted and Talented children. In the course of
assessing dPplicants' potential both on tests of
intelligence and roaasUres of creativity, it became
clear that high IQ certainly did not automatically go
hand in hand with the ability to think or produce
creatively. In fact, a number of children were found
who scored extremely well on the IQ test, i.e. scores
of well over 130, but who displayed. marked rigidity
in thinking, a perfectionism and a lack of freR and
divprgent thinking ability. It appeared that these
chiluren war~ very good at, and personally invested in,
2bei ng "right.", they fearec:'maki ng mi stal:es and were nr.:lt
venturesome in their thinking and indeed, in their
behaviour generally. Other children howaver, scoring
equally high or rerhBps somewhat lower on the IQ test.,
shevled thf.~unrnt st",kable "spad~ II of 'l:I'1ecreati ve
thinker: they were playful and readier to take risks
and make mistakes.
Givan that IQ, as it is measured on must of the
existing tests, has little to do with Creativity above
i::, certai!'"'.level, (HLld.on 1962), the question arises
what is it that makes one child a creative thinker
while an equally 'clever' child is not?
Commonsense, pre-scientific observation suggested that
the difference between these children lay in their
personality styles and ways of ego-coping. It appeared
that children who were more .eCure, were able to be
lass rigi~ in their style of ega-defense. While the
more anxious child who was perfectionlstic and fearfUl
of .faiILlre,stuck more to a conforming or lIr:;orrectll
style. The latter were more highly defended, it
seemed, by dint of their having t~ hold together a more
.fragile ego and as a result, could not play with ideas
in a free and ventwresom~ way.
a
3These observations gave rise to a re-examination of
theory produced at first by Freud in the early part of
this cen~ury (1908; 1910, 1917). His understanding of
Creativity as a function of the workings of the Ego and
of f~go-defenses suggested the,\:~,,1 "1"r'"eeing-upllof rigid
ego controls allowed for access to preconscious and
primary process material. The illogical and 'regressed'
or playful feel to some of the children encountered
seemed signs of a lively and frse play of mind rather
than immaturity with anxiety or, more ominously, a
100Bening of aBsoeiations. ~r~u~'s train of theorizing
was picf~ed up by latE!r writers in the psyc:hoot,n,C\lytic::and
neo~ ..nalyt ic school s (I<ris 1752; I<ubie 1958) and the
notion of RegreB~ion in the Service of the Ego evolved.
This suggests an ability of the ego "to initiate a
partial, temporary and controlled lowering of its own
functions in the furtherance of it. interests" (Bellak,
1986. p. 83). In this way the person gains partial
access to unc ons,ci ous pr i mary process or pre-verbal and
preconscious material which facilitates and feeds
originality and creativity.
The ability to tolerate ambiguity in thoughts or, in the
r:c:lseof ·the emotions, to IIslt vlit:hllambivalent feelings,
also seemed a feature of aome of the creative-Beeming
children assessed. Their views of themselves, their
parents and other signi~icant figures seemed not to
4bA split in an extrema fashion into goad and bad~
posi t.! ve ",1ndneg,~tive , Rather, they were abl e to PL.\t
forward more balancad and realistic views of themselves
ant:.!c.:)'l~.hal"'s.e.g. "I'm a loy",! friend bL.\'tsometimes I
get ver'Y er'OBS II these phenoman.!lware intr igutng 1n so
far ae they seemed so well to illustrate shifts towards
greater integration and maturity in terms 0+ Kleinian
theory. The ego-defenses of the earlier,
developmentally prior ~aranoid - Schi~oid positlon
involva splitting and projection, the fotmar being a
split into good and bad or black and whits. Upon
greater integration and maturity, the child movs. into
the Depressive po~ition, gradually foragoing splitting
as a ~iefanse and and Ic:lOptl. ng a more real istic view of
the world and baing able to tolerata gray arOda in
f(;10li"9 ""nd thought. Tho chil d boc::orll(-~sl1l(:)ra",bl e to
tolerate ambiguity_ Children showing rigidity in their
cognitive processes are naturally disinclined to think
of probabilities or uncertainties and baing unable to
t,oler<:\t~amb:l.gl,ity~tond not to p>thibit creative
This understanding of the thoory in relatian ta the
children investigated gavs rise to a third dimension of
atudy~ namely the araa of Empathy. The child who has
moved into tho Dopres!ivo Position, aa put forward by
Klein, (Bogal 1974) is mara able to ~how concarn for
the other and leSt:>lilf.elyto view the wr.lrldin a mew'a
i
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immatura, smlf-~entred way. A mare empathic stancm
should logically accompany the ega-functioning of the
child who has moved into the depressiva position and
who L.\ses,lroJl:lction i n .., hsal thi er and more mature
Wi.:\Y. Further, Gallo (1989) asser·l:.sdthat "the creative
person exhlb,ts flaxible ago-control and can forego the
project oi!tha ego", e>lperiencing "n~ dist:inctto(')s
batwl:lsnself and not-self; instead he can relinquish
himself to a fusion with all things that nurture
productive harmony", Sha gaes on to Bay thMt "flaxibla
ego-contral and law defenaiveness indicate a desire and
a capacity in tha creative ~ers~" to ra.ct beyond the
boundar'ies of saH 1 tnd:ts itientiH.ed to thosfi!
cht:.racterist.icof the empathiC: dispositic:m" <p, 109).
The p.cjo"'fL.mctic:lningof the cl"'ei:ltivechild wt!\$
accessible to study on the baSis of GomB eMistlng
th~:lorieaof creativi'l:.Vand their e>tplL.:ationpf t.lle
ph~nomenon in terms of ego processes and defense
mec::hanisms.
The study aimed to eMamine in d tail the ego-funetiona
of the ~reativa child in order to teat the
psychodynamic and sgo-paychologieal thaorie$ nf
Cr&ativity and Ego-runctlaning, a. initiated by Fraud
and evolved by l~ter writers. (Kri~ 1~92J Kubie 19S&>.
The s1:.\.ldyL~imatt to eatab),iah that tho c:rm;\tivat::h:i.ld
emp 1oys more mat \..lra , f1eHib 1e and evol yed ego-defemc;es
than the leBa creative child who will be using more
immature and developmentally earlier defencea which
produce rigidity in thinking and BO prevent tha flow or
generation of creative ideas.
Specifically, tha theories of creativity that posited
the presence, in creative individuals, of hi9~er levels
of Regression in the Service of the Ego and Tolerance
of Ambigl-lity were e>tt$lmined. In addition, lSarron'a
(1963a> and Gallo'. (19S9) proposals th~t the presence
of an empathic disposition in the child will facilitate
creative thinking were also examined.
Thi~ theory-tasting study was carried out on a group of
some 60 chi 1dr en who att.el"\lcj t ':e Sehmerenbec:k CEitntre.
They Wel"'et.l":!stedon the Torl'"'anc::eTe!'.Stao'F Cl"'eativa
Thinking (Torrance 1974) to obtain a meaaure of
Ct"eaf:ivity, and their mothers; ratsd 'cham em Haan's
~-Sort of Ego Proe@$ses (Hasn 19~') in ordar t~ gain B
profi 1~ of thail" egCl~'fl-\n,'::ti OHi"9' It. WOiIS hypothas:l.zed
that the more crsative ~hiJdren would be rated higher
or, 'the 'thr~e cSll'''e<.,so'f \(:')go""fl..lncti oning W1dar
I
I
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inv~stigationt namely, Tolerance Qf Ambiguitya
Regression in the Service of tha Ego~ and Empathy, all
of whi eh ,nre del:l.nef.;ltaclby Hi'mn a~ ~ WT >;hs 20
functions iMCludpd on thE Q-Sort.
7The creative child, as understood in .hia ~tudy, is one
capable of creative thinking and producing. He or she
moves beyond the linear or logical ways of thinking to
conceive of something new and unique that was n~t
evident or inherent in the original problem or set .~
circumstances considered. This solution, idea or
novel conception of facts, shedS naw light upon,
provides new insight into or offers a useful solution
to a problem or configuration of circumstances.
Creative thinking need not however always be useful in
terms of a s.'trictunderstanding o.fLltility. CI"'e8tive
thinking as understood in this research is also close
to the idea of Play. "gerioLlsli play in the clin"t.cal
setting auggests a constructive and healing activity
that gives SUbstance to fantasy, that rehearses
difficult circumstances, that reduces psychic tanalon
and that resolves conflict by trying out solutions.
This type of cre",tivElpl.:>lYis <;Inf.!>tcercisE1in freedom
and IIfreeing", that haS'" he(;\ling-Function for the
player and enables him to operate in a safe :'::on9,ti04w.ay
.from the battle of reality and to prepare paa~ibla
solutions to take into that battle.
(i
S
Creativity is therafor~ undRrstood in this study as
~art of the repertoire of the individual described by
Rogan:> (1962) as "fully -functioning". It is
understood as both having a healing function .s well aa
being a sign of health. One of the study's guals
therefore is to gain an understanding of the
relationship of Craativity to Mental Haalth or to
healthy ego~functioning. In this way it ia hoped that
our effarts aa Mantal Health Prof.BBioMBla and
Edl.l(:ators way"king with childrarl may be enlighte!hsd and
enhanced.
9CHAPTER 1 THE THEORETICAL BASIS FOR THE STUDY
Psych~an.lyais haa long been concerned with the
phenomenon of Creativity and Freud himself
conjectl,lredabol-Itl;ecl"eai:ive proce~,s in art
(1910~ 1917). Bsfore this in "The Relation of
the Poet to Daydreaming" (1908), he draws
parallels between the play of children QS a
wish-fulfilment activity~ Daydreaming and the act
of creation performed by the writer of an
imaginative work. The wish, he Bays, i.
dl.guised and clothed t1\S a m,tory or"novel because
it cannot ba sxpressed openly, the writer baing
'ashamed' of hi. childish phantasies. The
original wish, it ia Buggestad, is uncon~cious
and can find expression only in ita
tranoformation into phantasy. This phantasy is
then given eHpreBsion~ aftar further
transformation, in the creative product, poem or
rtove l, Fret..tdatrl:lssesthc.~tthe wiSih .tint:! the
phantasy ara childlike and the creative ~ct io a
Wi..W of giving a>tpreoDion to them in an acceptable
adult form. ThUD he BUggests that the daydreamer
or the paat ia able to relate to hia uncansciaus
and give Bxpression to it. The reason he
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givea ia that there is an unfulfilled wish1 an
unhappiness, an unsatisfied state that ia "the
driving pl:lwerbeh~nd phlilntasies" (p. 176). The main
clrives, he st~te., are erotic aa well .a egoistic and
ambitious and it 1. theae that find disguiBad
expraasion in the creative act.
Freud goas fUrther to give the phantasy a relation to
time, saying th~t Borne event in the present has the
pOW!:lrto ,;U-OI.ISean intense desire. The mtnd then
"wandl..'lrsback to the memory of an !:H.\rlier rmperi ence,
generally belonging to infancy in which this wish wo:\s
fulfilled" (p. 177). The daydream or phanta.y ia the
mind'. creation for it••lf, of a situation which is
to emerge in the future, representing the fulfilment
of the wish. Imaginative creation, like daydreaming
is therefare ". continuation of and a substitute for
the play of childhood". (p. 182).
In tarmB of the evolution of a psychoanalytic theory
aT creativity, it is intere~ting to nota that at this
stage, Fraud h~d not thoroughly worked out the
relationship oatwae" the Unconscious and Creativity
but h.d strongly made the link between the two.
I'l(;1itherdoes he rigorol.lslye>tplain the notion of
censorship in tha above paper but rather refer. to
·t.hecl"eative producer <'labeing "/l1aharnad"of hia
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potential to be childish. This linkage however
between Creativity and tha Unconsc;~us was to have
implication. for the development of atar theoria~
which built upon Freud's original idea, Shapiro
(19,hS) st.ates that "operations that appeal~ to be
dytermined unconsciously are precisely those that
lie at the heart of any creative act". (p.41),
He gives 0::\$ an e>(ample the process of "incubation"
which most current. theories of Creativity include
as the crucial and central operation in cre~:ive
'thinldng. Thi$ l~efers to the process where the
ideas or problems being worked upon are nat
conscious b\..\tare being unconsciously "int::L\bated"
before the emergence of the creative idea iteelf.
Freud's study on Leonardo da Vinci (191Q) examined
+~e artist ~ram tha point of view of
psychopathology and concluded that he was able to
SUblimate primitive sexual energie. with
facility. His thirst for knowledge was
interpreted as a sublimated drive stemming from
represBad infantile soxual curio.Sty. This
represents a more evolved position that SeeD
creativity in more formal terms as a means of
resolving conflict and reducing tenaions th~t
ariae from primitive ~arta of the p~yche. aut
still the notiorl of these impulses 01'" wishes bein9
-_',_
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m~de mo~a ~ccoptable and most importantly,
available, ia p~esent, whe~e the~e is a
channelling of ene~gy in th. reative act and it
is this energy that gives i.mpetus to creatit.:lrl.
The creative ~ct is more clearly seen as a
ha~ling act that restores homeostasis and
psychic equilibrium: A remarkable linkage is
made by Freud of the most primitive in human
biology with the most sublime in human culture
and civilization.
In a later lecture, °The Paths to the Formation
of Symptoms" (1917) 1 Fr'et.tdspeaks of "a path that
leads bac k from phantasy to reality". (p , 423).
By this he meant the path of "art". He speaks of
the artist <.lS "in rudiments an introvert, not far'
removed from fiet.\rosis"(ibid) who has needs but
lacks the means for satisfying them. The artist
therefore must turn away from reality and
transfer "all his interest, and hi£i.libido too,
to the wishful constructions of his life of
phant<:\sy" (ibid). The artist, he suggests, hotas
fla strong capacity for st.lbl:l,mationand a cert~in
degraB of laxity in the reprBasions which are
decisive for .:\c::onflict" (ibid). M~st peopl~,
he says, have a"CeSs to "the h<:\lfw.ay....egion of
phantasy" but the true artist has "mare at hia
dit:;poaalll be<::at.\sahe is c'l\bleto .fashion his
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phantasy in such a way that the original drive
contents are expressed, but in a sufficiently
disguised way so as to prevent oVert expression.
The artist has therefore, according to Freud, not
only a strong impulse life and a tendency to
neurotic inhibition b~t also, it s~ems, haa
bettar access to more primitive phant.ay as well
as the ability to give it eHpl"'e$sion in a
sublimated and culturally acceptable way. So in
the same way that the artist rides the edge of
censorship, bridging the worlds of unconscious
and c::onsciou$, giving "acceptubIe" conscious
e)tpression to OII..If'laCceptable"LlI1cpnsciou$
impulses, cl..lltLll"'ally,he is often at the
forefront of social evolution or I"'evolution. He
playsy in Freud's sense of a child playing, with
dangerous ideas and impulses and can often tackle
difficult and mOl"'al1ybordel"'line issues in the
name of Art. Thus We can conceive of a social
exprp.ssion of an intrapsychic resolution of
conflict 01'" reduction of tanpion and a
socio-~ultural sublimation thl"'oughart.
The creative act begins to be seen thus as pa~t
of the f",mu'y of quasi ....neLlrotic: phenomen",; a kino
of symptom form~tion that c:r~atea art instead of
aymtoms and a fundamentally healthy SUblimation
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of drives. Fl'"eudhowever sti 11 spe~ks of "the
myster i OLIS powel'""that the <:Irtist posses.ses "of
shaping some particular matarial until it has
become a faithful image Of his phantasy; and he
kn£~ mor'eover how to link so large a yield of
pleasure to this representation of his
unconscious phantasy that, for the time being at
least, repressions are outweighed and lifted by
it" (op, cit. p, 423-4>. What. this "mysteriolls
power" is and how the artis·t."know!.."how to do
what he does, remains unexplained. However, a
great deal is e>tplained and it is the more
remarkable~ as this is a sort of sideline of
Freud's that is the product of theorizing rather
than empirical work. A workable theory of
Creativity is presented that has fundamentally
not been changed but only modified by later
theorists. The central point is that the
creative producer has "access" to unconscious
material and can bring it to consciouness in a
psychic~lly efficient and healthy way 1n the
creative act.
Freud's contribution to the theories of
Creativity does not end here because lat$r
writers continued to specul~te upon What he had
said and carried his central ideas forward. The
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later psychoanalytic, neopsych~analytic ~r
Ego-Psychological writers all Seem to ag,ee on
the theory of "access" to materi a1, (Pre~verbal
image~; primitive verbal material; phantasies
etc) th~t is not immediately in consclou.ness.
This idea was central to Freud's thinking.
HowG?ver, if we are to understantJ the fur"cher
evolution of the theory, then two important idea.
have to be admitted to the discussion.
The first is that of Primary versUs Secondary
Process Thinki~g as de.~ribed by Freud (1900 and
1911). fhe former refers fundamentally to
unconscious Id proc~s~ts and primitive,
uncon.cious phantasy llfe, t' t is, unconscious
thinking life that eKists prior to any
censorship. This material is by definition an
I.m1=ormed,imagic, p~~-verbal flu)( of imp'-Ilsl'i)!i:iand
instincts; the "thought" of ..he Id. It is "an
energy system of a free and mobile nature"
consistlng of hunneutraliled drives and striving
tO~lard immedi ate dlschar-gell, (Shapiro 1965
p , 44).
The Secondary Process operates on the Re~lity
Principle within the domain of ego and
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consciousness. It could be callad 'civilized' in
ccmpmri&O~1 to Primary Proceas and ia, aa it were,
responsible for civili~atiQn in thet it tends to
inhibit the primitive drives represented in the
Primary Proce.~. A simple parallel to the
distinction of Primary versus Secondary Process
would be Un~onsciouB vers IS Conscious. The fact
that this simplicity does net hold and that the
barrier between the two is rather permeable or
"porous" (~aein 1952) is c::entralto psychoan~lytic
theories of creativity.
The second important id~a to coma out of Freud's
writing that is relevant in this area and that was
takel"\up by those who foll owed him is thi;ltof the
Preconsciot.ls. By thililFrat.ldmeant, that which wa'li!
not conscious but which was readily accessible or
raeallable to con.cieuBnase. Also implied wa$
that t.hePraconsC:;!.OUBst.ood between the sYl5tem
unconscious and cnnsciauanaBB, 'deci~ing' as it
were, What may become r::onsc::iOllS taNIwhat sht)l,\l d
bs repressed. The prec:onseiol.l!I;;mtalba I..In~el"stot.id
aa a kind of bridge batws.n the Ego and the ~~ but
alRo aa a dynamiC: process of shifting content.,
verbal ~nd imagic.
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The evolution of the theol~Y WI ',Ioat:ivit.y in
psychoanalysia produced a shift in emph~.ia from
iM b•• ~d proceases t.oego proceases. This
resulted iM greatar amph~.ia being placed upon
preconscious rather thAn unconscious processes.
Ernst Kria in "Psychoanalytic E>!plorations in
Art" (1952) introduced the theory of "Regression
in the Service of the Ego". 1his refers to the
way in which ego regression takes place in
phM'l:.alSY. ~:r'i$ went em t.o say that t.his
"primitivi2ation of ego functions occur s not only
whan the ego is weak - in sleep, in falling
aleep, in phantaay, in intoxication and in the
psychoses - but aleo during many types of
year's ago thiat the ago may use the primary
process and not be only overwhelmed by it. This
:ideawas rooted in Freud's e>tplal'laticm of wit
is 'entrusted for a moment to unconaciou~
eli:\\bol'"otion" unciseemed t.Q C.'\cC:Ol.lntfor iii variety
19:32 p. :!,l:12)
The ego, Bays ~ i9, iB ~bla to re9ulat~
regression under cartain candition~ and one of
the integrative functions of the ego is the
> •
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"withdrawal of c::athS1Hi s from one al"~ato another
to regai n improved control". (ibid > •
Kris makes a distinction, as do many othar~
writir1g after him, between the "inspirationalll and
the "elaboration.l" phases of creation. (Shapiro
1965 p. 37). The inspirational phase, he
sl,lggest!S,is "eh<':lrac:teri:t:edby the flilc::ilitywit.h
which id imp~l~cs, or their closer deriviatives1
are recaived. Dna might say that countarcathectic
anergies to sorne sxtent, are added to the speed,
force or intensity with which the prec~nsciClu.
thoughts; are formed. During the "elabor'"ltion<'l.l."
phase, the countercat.hetic barrier may be
reinforced, work proceeds slowly, cathexis is
diracted to other Pgo fUnctions such as reality
testing ••11 (~~ris1952 p, 313).
By this aHplanation, Kria was elucidating the
shift~ that occur betwee~ cQnscious and
preconscious t.houRht, from daydream to reality
functioning. He describes how a solution to •
problam can present itself after period of rest
th~t follows on a period of intense
c:oncentration. Ego regr'essior1clearly does not
imply B breakdown in ego functions but a tempor~ry
shift from purposeful consciouA ac~Jvity into a
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resting phaaB where there is a regresslon, away
from ths task or concentration, into a more
flUid, undifferentiated type of thinking th~t
does not bear the hallmark of the ego's
gosl-directedness.
KriB hereby propoaes a procena in whiCh the ego
h~B ~CC~DB to primary process material via the
.yatam preconscious, through temporary,
controlled lat.we in control, which he called
G90-regreDsion. He also relates the theory to
the now arceptad notion of the stages involved in
the creative process. Ce.g. inspirational and
elaborational phases).
Later Kubie (1958) contended that the
precona~ioue system is the only ~ne involved in
the creative process and rejected the Freudian
notion of creativity being the function of the
Bublimation of unconacious drives. He maintained
that tha contents of the uncon~cioua were not
accessible to ph~nt~ay ~ncl craative thinking
because they ware completely rapresaed.
Shapiro (1966) notes that those later shifts in
emphasis in psychoanalytic theory on creativity
have brought the theoriee of thinkin; closer to
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tMoBe of ago psychology end hence into the
province of Cognitive Psychology. For axample,
he citae Thuratona (1950! 1962) who suggests the
term "non-vEirbaJ.i;.:edpt~e-focal th:l.n~dng"for the
aC:'!:.ivityof "having aome hind of rapport" with
pre-conscious thoughts. The assentials of tha
theoties of Fraud end Kris discussed above ar.
clearly present.
Although a full appraisal of all availQble
thaori •• of creativa thinking is not within the
scope of this study, it is important to nota how
close Kris's (1952) theory comes to the axi.ting
theory in cognitive p.ychological thinking.
Mednick (1962)~ for example, argue. that
creativity is the capacity to combine remote
associations and he devised a te$t to maasura
this. More creative people have "flatter
••aociative hierarchies" than the Ie•• creative,
meaning that the original stimulus activat~s mora
cognitive units which are less strongly bonded to
the stimuluB on an ordinary word-association
teat. Martindale (1991) show. how dagree of
focus of attention and stespness of associative
gradit:mt are two terms for th~ same phenomena.
In othmr word., tha more attention i& focus_ad
upon tha taak at hand, the less we can expect
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short term memory to be operative becau5~ the
person cannot focus attentively in the
"elaborational" or secondary process mooe and at
the same time allow more remote associations to
enter consciou.nass. And "to Bay that less is
going on in the focus of attention is equivalent
to saying that mora is gQing on in the fringe of
consc:iol.lsnass"<ibid. p , 37G).
Madnick's (1962) Remote Associate'. Test is mor~
structured, where the testee haa to find the
fCl\'II'"'thwQrd :!. n q sat.Cl.j:thl"'eaitems or aU ml..lll.ls
words. The fourth word i 5 associ I,d;ivel / J".4.ther
than logically linked to the previous three.
High scorers on this tast produce more
associations i'lndcontinua to associat~ long~r em
simple word association tests.
Martindale (1981 p. 387) concludes that
unfoc:ussed attention logically impli.$ relatively
high activation OT units in short~term memory.
Fl.lrtharhe st!\\'tas·eh...t lIe::reat:l.veinspiration
involves relatively equal activation of cognitive
units in primary memory (which consists o~ focal
attention pIlats ahort-term memory> II. Thia he
equates with Mednick's theClry which BAYS th~t a
person with a steep associative gradient should
be uner.ative, while a person with flat
associ ati ve gl~adients shoul d be creati ve. ihi s
in tu~n he equates with Kris's theory which he
says is identical but expressed in term. of
primary process thinking.
It Seems clear then that as Kris suggests, the
ability to shift from a position of focussed
attention or a more elaborational mode a(
thinking into the more de-focussed inspirational
mods1 makes for creatiVe ability. It i a an
impor'tant emphasis upon 'the element of "shHt"' if
we ar·. ,to distinguish bet~,een creative thin~t;,ng
and prodLlcing as agai nst a loosen ing of
associations that might occur in a st.~e of
wholly weakened ego. ihe person's ego regre~sion
must be able to be used in a focussed way in
order to connect it to the reali~ies of the
probl em. H 'chi sis not the caSie then the
ragreSision is not ''In the service of the ego" and
cannot be harnesBed to aid the work of
creativity.
2. Seecific Areas of Relevance in the Theory
In observing the SUbjects of this .tudy prior to
any formal assessment of their creative ability
or .pecific ego-functioning Btyles, it was felt
that there were particular Variables operating in
their personalities that made them more or leas
creative.
The firat of theBe pra-scientific obsarvations
was a noting of the preganea or abaanes of th.
tendancy to use imagination with facility in
answering questions or taIling storie.. (The
Thematic Apperception Test WaR used as ani:?01- thi:?
standard praceduras to aasess personality
functioning). Some children seamed to be
creative while athers seemed mare rigid,
fact-bound and driven by the d••ire to ~onform
and be correct in their behaviour and in thair
anawering of r:tUIOSti ems. Thi. obaervstl
characteristic may be subsumed undar the label
inherant in Kris'e (1952) theory of Regression in
the Service of the Ego. This is observed as a
certain playfulness in thinking, a humourous
tendency, an enjoyment of novel ide~a and ~
prC:lduc:tionof them "in sitl.,"before one's eyes.
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The second characteristic that was noted~ often
by its absence! was the ability to deal with
complex, indefinite and ambiguous states in
feeling or in fact and ide.. Some children were
clearly mora comfortable thaM others with mixed
fee1in;% or grey are.s in thought and were able
to give more than an all-good or all-bad account
Of themselves. This ability is understood as
Tolerance of Ambiguity.
The third area o-r int.erest concerned the way the
Child related and reflected a degree of
developmental maturity. The child who is able to
imaglne what it is like to be someone else, to
put himself in anather's sho.s~ is performing a
creative act in so fi:\1'" as he is "imaginingll.
However, more than that, he i. able to leave his
own ego for a moment end recreat. an imaginary
set of conditions that pertain to someone else.
This ability presupposes two things. Tho first.
is that the child i. not so immaturely
e~o-ceMtric a. to make this act of imagining and
considering the oth~r impossible. Ego-centricity
implies a constricted and absolute mode of
cognitive functioning that does not admit the
flaxibility of partial Dolutjons or partial
gratification. The aeCond is that the child ha$
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the cognitive flexibility to make the shift from
the i mmedi ate conCerns o'F ego to consi del'"other
sata of circumstances th~t are imaginary rather
th~n felt directly by himself. The above m~y be
~aen as an pbility to eMpathi~e and so move
bey 'd the boundaries oJ ego.
These ';:hreephenomena, R.lgression in the Service
of the Ego; Tolerance of Ambiguity and Empathy
Torm the three tenets of the central hypothesis
of the present study. If the child exhibits some
or all of these qualities in his ego-functioning,
the hypothesis is made that we can expect a
concomitant ability to think creatively, on the
basis of existing theories about Creativity. The
foll owi ng secti one deal in greater detail '<Ii th
these phenomena~ where they have not already been
diSCI-lased and attempts to fill out a theoretical
foundation for the study.
(a' Regression in the Service of the Ego
The way in which ego-regression c~n occur in a
not neceSSArily We~H .t~t~ of ego has been
d.lsCI-ISaedin the pr'avious section. £3uffice to
say that thiS, ~ccording to the theory of Kris
(1952) i 5; whil\tac tl..\Ci\ 11y eccur-a in tha process of
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tha production of creative ideas or solutions to
problems. Kris has empha.ized that the creative
thinker not only has access to primary process
thinking via the temporary and partial lowering
of ago defences that a~lows access to an
expression of precon.c~ous material but that tha
perso)")has an abil i ty '1:0 shift between two types
of thinking1 the inspirational and the
elaborational modes. This implies that without
the ability to makw USe of im~ges or ideas that
spring ,from thE; I,mfoeus.ad prec::onsc::l~us, the
person is not able to be genuinely creative in
that he will not be able to elaborate through
focussing, structuring and formulating, uBing
evolved secondary process. This is what
differentiates the creative thinker from One who
is h~lf-asleep or psychotic = the ability to
organiZe, link and apply i.e to bring the power
of the creative Well-springs of primary process
thinking to bear upon problems in reality that
are ultimately dealt with in the conscious mind
using secondary process thinking.
The theory of Regression in the Service of the
Ego to explain the phenomena of creative thinking
is cehtral to this study and shows important
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traces of the evolution of psychoanalytic
thinking in this area as well as in the body of
thinking about creativity as a whole.
In Fr"eud's paper on liThe Relation of tht::'Poet ·to
Daydreaming" (lQOS)? he speaks in rather
speculative terw~ about the p~~t·s unfulfilled
wishes being the impetus for childish phantasy
and daydreaming thai in turn give rise to
imaginetive p,'oduc::tionsby the writer's
disguising them in more acceptable garb. I~ his
(1Q:..,~ !Study on Leonardo da Vine::',he Tormulated
the idea of the creative person's puwerful
instinctunl drives being sUblimatad into creative
production and a thirst Tor knowledge. A
..;;ublimationo'F sl!!>n..lal curiosity totll:place that
WOUl d otherwi!St;!have beerl v.nac:ceptable i 11 it.s
unBublim~ted form. By 1917, in hi. lecture oM
liThe Paths to the Forma'titln of Symp'comsH, he had
begun to conceive of the creative prtlCess as •
more healthy resolution of instinctually al ising
tension and conflict between id impulses and ego
restraints that would otherwise have resulted in
the formation of neurotlc symptoms.
F'reud'$; uMderstandit.Cj of the "access" t~·~+ the
creative perBon had to his unconSCitlUB, implied
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just thia in so far as it was primary proem ••
material that was available to him via phantasy
and daydreaming. Kris's C19S2) formulation also
involves the person using prim~ry process
matmrlal but lays straaa upon the role of the
preconscious. In this way, Kris explicated the
protess :in terms very much to do w~ 'I:.h the ego
f~1ttioning 04 tho creativB person and emphaSised
flexibility in the ego's being able to shift
betwea~ pra-focuamed and focussed thinking aa
vital to the ability to think creatively.
By highlighting the role of Ego in the Creative
processes, the mystique surrounding the cr~ative
act is somewhat diminished. Freud's conception
seams to embody an almost Old festament biblical
raturn to the inchoate profusion pf the fertile
veld of GaMBsie where "darkness was upon the faca
of the daBp" (Geneois 1=2). Fantasy represents
tha chink of light upon thr darkness of the
unconscious and by bringing SBcondary procBss
thinking to bear upon fantasy, the products of
"daep" mind bmcome tu::cassibla to tho ago iilnd a
shared reality. Freud's thinking retains a graat
attractivanass bocausD it proserves this numinoua
pr'opf:'I"'ty C).f the crol'.\tivr.?,",ct. In Sod ~, "!!laying",
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"Let theY"a be 1i ght II, the word governs d~I"\me~:;$
an~ creates a division between darkness and
light. This mirrora the act of creative thinking
even on the most mundane level in two ways.
InitiallYl lIght is thrown upon the dar knees of
the unconscious, an the hidden, in so far as the
unconscious is made conscious, primary process
thinking is transformed into aecondary process
that is manageable. And secondly by creating a
divi5i on betW(;'!E!f1dtwlmess and light, t,le proc(eS$
whareby language and sacondary process thinking
"divide", categorise, name, segment and limit
pra-verbal imagic thinking is paralleled.
It is interesting to note how thinking about
Creativity has changed in that the emph~aia upon
the role of tha Ego and the refutation by soma
(Kubia 19S5) , of thB accessibility of the
unconscious, represents a shift toward a
conception of the craative process as happening
"i n t.he l:i. t;;Jht..", as :l t were (::)1'" ",t. most, in the
penumbral IQne of the preconsci~ua.
An undaratanding of the secondary process aa
"civilizer-" i.Jf th(~ apse!es, sLlggeats :inthis
context a shifted emphasis onto the more
&~cDssible Bnd civilized aspects of mental
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functioning; an implicit attempt perhaps to
salvage theory from darknesl. Even amangst
psychoanalytic writers after Freud~ who regard
themselves as Analytic thinkers the &mphGsis has
been very much upon the role Qf ago-defences in
coping and personality functioning in general.
The following area to be focussed upon embodies
just puch a shift In analytiC thinking by
understanding an aspect of creative thinking in
t~rms of ego defences.
(b) Tolsl"'anca of AmbiQI.tit1.
Shmukler (1969) quotes Frenkel-Brunswick (1949)
as saying t.hat aoma people are better able to
tolerate emotional ambiquitiea than others. This
macins that they are batt.r able to cope with
having both positive and negative feelings
towards another, e.g a parent9 at the same timo.
Both feelings of lova and hate toward a oingle
parson are able to co-exist without creating an
unbeArable dis~omfort in the parson feeling thua.
Rmotiona. Frenkel-Brunswick's empirical findings
;0 further to show that not only do some people
have diffiCl.llt.y"Jith emotional ambivalence or
mixad feelings but also that theBe individu~lu
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s>(hibit a cognit.ivE! "rigidi·ty". Their thinldng
tends towards black-white solution., the
cognitive equivalent of an emotional lova-hate;
all geod - all bad split. These people ara
"dit:llN:1insclto think of probi::\bilitisaor
uncertaintiesj preferring black-white solutions
to problams. Thay seam unable to abandon mantal
aets in int~11actual tasks after they have lost
their appropriateneBa. (~hmukler 1969 p. 46).
Barron (1963.) Hhowad that creative auhjec:ta
prefer c:,.IJlol€", patte.rna and l.lne:r·sativa aubJects
prafer simple ~nes. Creative people are able to
tolerate • dlveraity of ideaa, dlmorder and chaoB
beforH they ~rder their ideaa. Creativea dO not
Baek quick, clean and unambiguous solution. to
problama and are able to t~lerata ambiguity or
unc:artaint:y.
Mednick's (1962) argument that creative people
are able to combine remote associationa supports
this in that if a person wore only ahla to think
in terms of "clean" and wholly logical cognitive
sets, then they WOL.ll d not be abl a t.o ganflrata or'
ayntheBi~a novpl ideas and Boluti~ns to seemingly
insoluble problems.
Barron (1953) showed that creative people are
i'.\bleto ".!:\dmitall sorts CJ-fpathol.ogical and
negative things about themselva.'1 (quoted in
Martindale 1981 p. 379). Thus they are able to
hold both pDsitive and negative views of
themselves and to tolerate this complex
uncertainly or ambiguity_
Theae fi ndi r~g!'.il have impo("t"lnt referenca i il C)·t.her
aroas of psychoanalytic thought that emerged
later than and aa a development of Freudian
theory. ana such theoriat whoae work hBa direct
!;.H?i;\ringon t.he notion o-f "Tolerance 0+ Ambiquity"
and implicationa -for the understanding ~f
Creativity, ia Melanie Klein, writing in the au •
artd early 60'1'3.
In "QUI'" Adul~ World and ita Roota in Infancy"
(Klein 1959), aha diacusses tho very early
defense mechanisms of the ego, One of the most
central of thea. Jafanaaa is raferrod to ._
Splitting. This describes the w~rk~nu Q{ the
infant's internal psychic world in r~latin; to
·the mother or' "ot;)jact" in I<lain's tal"ma. She
augg~.tB that when thia primary object, th~
mot:hur', l. £> ellpori onced (.\S iilv\~i1al:ll0, n\"lt~tl.\I"'ant
and moeting the neada of the infant than aha is
eNpsl"ienc:ed (';\t; "the loved object".
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When the infant is hungry and uncomfortable and
experiencing the rages of deprivation and
abandonment, then this Bama object is experienced
am hated and persecuting. Because the
persecution experienced in deprivation is
powerful and overwh,'ming and arOUSes great
anxiety in the infant1 ~her8 is a need ••• " to
keep ssp.rata the loved objact from the dangerous
one and therefa~e to aplit love from hate, for
tho yaung infant's Belf~preservation depends on
his trl.\I;;.tin a good mother. :By splitting thc' two
aspects and clinging to the good one, he
preserves his belief in a good object and his
capacity to love it~ and this is an essential
condition for keep~ng alive" (p. ~E)3).
Mnn; fU!:?i n goes on to Bay t.hl:ltlithe process;; of
splltting changes in form ~ncl content as
development gORe on bl.l't in soma ways it i s neVl~r
entirely given up" (ibid) And further= "In normal
developmant, with growing integration of the agol
oplitting processes diminish, and the incrGasad
capacity to understand axternal reality, and to
t"ome ewtsnt to bri nt) tQgathsr the inf ant •s
contradictory impulams, leadB to a greater
synthaeia of the goad and bad aspects of the
abject. This means that peopl. can b. loved in
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spit~ of their faults and that the world is not
seE:lnonly in terms of blClck and white" (p. :255).
The implications of this thaory for an
undarstanding of the personality of the creative
individual are important because of the links it
makes between the devalopment of the emotional
life on the one hand and the cognitive processes
on the other. This type of linkage is not
unusual betwgen psychoanalytic thaoria. and thOse
of cognitive/davelopmantal psychology. Dna of
the best examples of this is in the Observation
of tha phenomenan of Object Constancy. This ia B
recogni2ed milestone in the very young child' I
cognitiv~ development where he is able to hold in
his ,,;,' t.he ·f!.:\ctoT the e>tiatence .)-t an object
th~ was vi.ible to him and than concealed. For
example, ha is shown a ball which is then placed
under an invarted bOM but then latar knows where
to find the ball if he haa reached the stage of
Object Constancy. This cognitive ability is
developmentally parallel to an amotional
milestone whare tha child is able to hold an
image of the mother in hi. mind even after, fer
example, ahe has left the room or hiB fiald of
vision. This represents a vital emotional
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development for the child Who hsa moved to a
level of greater maturity, individuation and
separation and ahows a concomitant strengthening
of ego.
Because, as Mrs Klein s6ya, the tendency to split
"results in part from ~he fact thet the early ego
largely lacka coherence" (1959 p. 253) we can
infer thc.~t.with lithej,ncreased c:apaeity to
understand external realityll (p. 265), the ego is
much stronger, more robust and more flexible.
With this increased maturity of ego, there ia a
greater ability to tolerate stataa of mind that
engender anxiety. In relation to parents for
exampl_, the child Whose ego ia strongar will be
more able to tolerate tha holding of two opposing
emotional viewa about them. That ia, the child
will be able to see the parent realiatically aa
aometimes good and gratifying of their deair~s
and aometimas depriving, persecutory and
hateful. The stronger ago is able to "hold on
to II the not1on of undar'lyin; goodness or a l1t;:)ClOd
l'.mc:H.tgh"ql.tali ty abol.r!!the int.ernalh:ed love
objact and this internal pictura i8 not
completaly destroyed or spoilt by feelings or
images of the object as hated, deprivingy
dangerous and parsecutory.
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Th.refore, in adjudging someone as being ablE to
tolerate ambiguity, we imply a certain maturity,
fleHibility and elasticity 0+ the ego and this in
turn implies that a level of emotional
development ham been reached. The immnture or
insecure child does not have such a Well
established and robuat internali%ed good object
and as a result cannot admit contradictory
viewpoints or even too much ambiguity and
compleHity because it threatens his sensa of
parsonal security. For as Mrs Klein points out,
it is a matt:er o'r "sl.lrvivalll (ibid,> that the
integrity of the picture of the internalized good
object is preserved.
It is important to understand that while the
stage of splitting in Kleini." terms is
theoretically OVer ~fter soma few months of life,
the vestiges of this type of thinking remain as a
style and tandency in the person to B greater or
lasser degree. Thus, a person of any age may
exhibit a style of thin~ing that ambodies an
earlier phaae of functioning and is characterized
by the uae of the primitive ego dafan~a
machaniam. of splitting projection and denial.
Many pROp!., children or adults may also revert
to earlier defenses when under great .tress.
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However some peopl~ may tend to employ these
ego-defenaBs mere pervasively and this may
comprise a pattern of generalized personality
hlnd: ion ing.
In children, who are chronologically closer to
the time When splitting! projection and denial
are used normally, they may still be partially
employing them. Such a child's thinking would be
charactarized by some rigidity and a difficulty
in handling complexity, diversity ~f stimuli and
ambiguity. Conversely, the child with more
developed and robust ego process will not
experience undue anxiety when confronted with
grey areas or ambiguity both on a cognitive and
an emotional level.
Delores Gallo, j.n her" paper "Edl..l(::;atingfor
Empathy, Reason and Imagination" (1999), defines
the term 'empat.hy', stating that "/.:InFlJlpathic
response is ene which containa both a cognitiVe
and an affective dimension. In the field of
social psychology, one can find the term empathy
used in at lsast two ways! to ma.~ 3
pl"'sdomi nAntl y cogni ti ve response, 1..Inders:..t.tmdi ng
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how another feels, or to mean an affective
communion with the other. In the latter
instance, it may refer to putting oneself in the
place of another and antiCipating ~h. behaviour
of the other. Or it might suggest a still more
dramatic transformation, the imaginative
transposing of oneself lnto tne thinking, feeling
and act.iol1Sof ..mother" (p , 100).
And further, in commenting on the traits of th.
creative persc:llIshe notes that IIfle>:ible
ego-contral and low defensiveness indicate a
de.ire and a capacity in the crea~iv. pEIrson to
react beyond the boundaries ~f self, traits
identical to these charactaristic of the empathic
disposition" (p, 1091.
The creative person is able to "forego the
project of the ego and can eMperience no
d;l.5tl net icna batwElen sel'r ,mel not.-selof; insteae!
he can relinquish himself to • fusion with all
things that nurture a productive harmony"
(p , 110).
Sallo argues then that the attributas which
charactarize ampathy correlate with thoBe of
affective critical thinking and imagination. She
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stresses th~t this does not suggest. causal
relationship between these q0slities but shows
hO\.'Jthe three overl ap and are +ounc lito be
significant among a set of conditions necessary
for" the rlemonstration of 8mpathy, I"''\tion.t>.lityor
creati vi ty" (p , 114).
Gallo links the .f~ectj ~ (empathy) with the
rational and imaginative (crmativity) and argues
that empathy .hould be cultIvated ao as ta
promote Umultiple perspective-taking and genuine
open-mii~dedlieasll. <p. 114) • j;11 sis the thr'l.lstof
hlEw paper <'ils an educationist.
The links between creativity and empathy are also
to be found in the writing of theorists in the
psychoanalytic tradition.
Mel ani e 1<1 ai n ' s •ese,:l""'chinto the st.ages o·f
emotional developmant of the infant yields an
important insight into the development of an
empathic ability. She posits • par.noid-sch~~oid
posH.ion, operative in thl1 firet qLlar",er o-f thD
-first year of life. At this stage, ~go
development is still rrimitive and the defenses
employed are predwmlnantly t~o.a o-f Bplitting~
proJection and denial. As described in the
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previous section an Tole~ance of Ambiguity,
splitting operates as a cognitive mechanism thst
~eeps ~apm~ata the oppoaing views the infant haa
tjf t1i~:; 01" hoI'"pl"im~\I'''Yob.joct. The Viewll''l of t,~w
mother aa all good1 nurturant and an
inexhaustible satisfier of nBscis, BS apposed to
the view of hoI'"as depriving a~d percacutory when
the infant is hungry, uncomfortable and alana,
are ~apt sepa~ate by defensive splitting.
Following this stags, aa the eso grows In
integration Bnd stability, the child moves into
~:I'H') D('1preo!:',ive F'clsition. (Segal 1~14 p , 6i1). It
is in this phase of development that tho infant
begina to recogniae B whale obJa~t Bnd relates
hlmself to thia abjoct. At tho Gams timo aB
Darcoiving the ObjDct aD a wholot tho infant io
Mbl0 ta hold together in a gradually mora
y·s.t\1iotic:: fashic:m, tTl r.::c''''c:Op'tiQI"lof his:; mt'Jt.hol'" r.m
goad and bad, 01'" a whale baing having both good
and bod aepecto and is able to tolerato this
bocauso tho conr.::option of tho primary abjact ao
fundamontally goad io well ontronched enough to
withstand tho contradictions af tho oppooito view
{l.jl mothm' ao dr:!pr'i ving i'mr.:l hr.:mc:::o perc:ot:utOI"'Y,
Thoro io nQ langor thoro~oro ouch a nood to oplit
bocauso the oga js otrangor.
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"Tb e ItJlit':llf3 r'Dl";rl~i(:lr'I!"hip 1:0 ObjtH::ts e~lt(')rs L~Sthf:.1
doprnssive position is gradually worked through.
"rht:J infi..H1t i~c:quirfJElU~O l':llpac::ltyo lC)vt<~iilnd
rospu~t poople as separate, differentiated
imJividu,,,ls. 110 b(J~~C)me8t::8pt,blr~ of C:H~lmowll!H~gir1g
nis impulses, of feo.ing a Ganna of
rQepan~ibility for thom and of ~C)loratiMg guilt.
Tho rH1W C:tlpaci,ty t,Cj of 01:11 eC:lnC:OI"'n 'FC:l1'"hi G Qb jf,lctn
l,nlpn him gr"u~ui:.\llyto c.:C:ln'tl"ol his impt.IlotH."
($'l(,~g.:\lp. 74).
~~h{\t ;I.G impC)I"t.tmt,f C)r" Ol.ll" cl i nCt.lSoi en i 0 that the
infant begins ttl own hia aggressivo foolingo and
impulsos towards the mother and begins to fael
dopresaive guilt about them and DomDdepressive
W):: :l.E2'ty '::Ibt~L\ttho di!lm.:\~!ehe .f(ml G hn mav ttnve
deno 'tt;) hi!.:l lovod C'Jbjm:;'I:.o. ThiS! Gl.lpOl"'QgrJ ~~uilt
in at first OHpol"'ianced as very pcworfu11 oven
aoverely peraocutQry at aoma timoD. But BB tho
whole! (:>bjtlC:t, I'·(!lntitm ;I.e mer e 'hilly establiahed,
tho superogo approKimatDB mora to the viuw of
good ~nd loved paronts. Tho child io thon able
l:c~mC)I.lrr1 'tho Clt)j(::)e:'I:ohD 'Foel~lhe h<:\£l ItJtrl7. t~I"
destrDyod and thin mourning in ultimatoly
constructive bocauso, SB Sogal oxplains, "ThD
Fin).I' (;)10men,IV'nino m:prwierlC!f.ldin 'the dQprr:.loai,VD
position, and tho reparativo driven doveloped ttl
rostero tho lavod intornal ond oKternal 0bjecta,
<':11"(" ,t~w t3i;\nii. C)f crC1Bt~ng and nt,lblimationH•
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"Tho ir1fant'!i:l :tClrll~il'1g b~ l"'ecl'·si'\'t.e hie; los.'!:
objects given him the impulse to put together
what hBe boa" tarn asunder, to reconstruct what
has bean destroyed, to recreate and tClcraat~"
Segal omphaBi2es the procass of ~ymbCll formation
as central to the working through of loss
DKporiencad by the child. She Moteo that Fraud
discovered that "sublimation is the outcome of a
13lIC"c:mmful Y"ol"'ll..mCi('ltion Clotan inrnt,inc::tual ",1m",
She adds that thio can only happen through
mourning. "The giving up of a~ instinctual aim
or abject. is a repetition and at the sama time a
reliving of the giving up of the braast. It can
be succesSful, like the firat situation, if the
object to be given up enn be QGoimilotod in the
o!J(:!l,by 'tho proce!'H';)Cl-r I080 <~nd i n1:l31"'r1;';\1
restoration. I DuggDot that Bu~h an assimilated
object bacomoa a symbol within th~ ago. In thIS
view symbol formation io the outcome of a 10BOy
it in a creative work involving the pain Bnd the
whale work of mourning" (p. 76).
Sa while the working through of the depressivo
PC:IE,itior1cUr'p,:t.ly involven IIcrm~t,iv() wc~~'k" em an
intrapsychiC lovel, what in vital to thin presont
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study is alBa the fact that in this working
through there ia B sense of ~ancarn for the other
and i:m abi 1. i t:,;, i:hf~rafr.:lr~'1:'0 "t::al"e ft:w II the c)'l:har
as separate and haVing faalin~.. Theae BrB thy
tL.tl'll::kUllG,,'tals f.3.f empr:ll:hy Illhere the child is .nble to
imagine what another faels as saparata from
himself and having a wholeness apart from
himself. There is B movement away from tha
ego-centric thinking of the paranoid-schizoid
position whara hs experiences himself .s the
centro of his universe Dither omnipotent or
~mrli hi 1atc>d, t~o 1:1 pot'll ti em of ~Jeei M9 others as
separate and whole and himself in realistic
relation to thorn. Moat important howevDr ie a
BDnse of conCern that is empathiC aa opposed to
the ruthluBsness Qf the paranoid-schizoid
P(,1Cli 1:.:1. C')I"I.
Thws the Kleinis" view of craativity is
fundamentally en aMpanaian of Fraudian theory in
two waye. Firstly, the creativD act is Been ae
f:1'~,tltnmin9from ,:;\desil"'O t.o mc.!m l"fJp.::Iro!:ltic:m to 'tht1
loved object thought injured or damaged by
aggressive impulseD, the awareness of which wes
previously split off from cQnS~iaUBneBs by tho
dBfannoB af the paranoid-schizoid pooit1on. This
OCC~L.lr'5 thr·clt.lfJh t,he fOV"mClt.ior'l of a symbol for
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the lo~t or destroyed object, so restoring it for
the ego through the work of mourning. By
sublimating the origiM~1 instinctual drive there
ia a giving up of the aim of the d~sira and a
cathexis onto an alternative obj~ct. In creating
an alternative and channelling drive energy
appropriataly, the nawly cathected object act. as
s symbol for the oriQinal object and there ia, as
it were, a symbolic or metaphoric satisfaction of
the dr'i ve.
In the papa~ "Bome Theoretical Conclusions
Regarding the Emotional Life of the Infant",
(19~2)Melanie Klein discuss the vicissitudes of
tha depre~aiv. position Bnd tha effects on tha
for the creative impulse.
"Whorl dopr"(;mr;iv~~ .:.\mciety erises, <.\Mdp4'l'"ticularly
with the onset of the depressive position, the
ego feels driven to proj~ct, deflect and
distribute desires and emotiona, •• wall BS guilt
and the urge to make reparation, on to naw
objects and :ntarasts. TheBe processes, in my
view, mre a ~Bi"Bpring for SUblimations
throughout life (p. 83).
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And ae~ondlYl in the depressive position a sanae
of concarn for the ot~ar grows and by Dn
imaginf.id:iva or C:;Y'Eu:\tiveact, the child ia <.\bls to
Pl,l't himsal f :l n .mother' s shoes to feel what 'hhe
other may feel in an ampath c way. This ia due
t~ the integration of B auparago into the ago'5
functioning that makes tha child awara of the
potentially damaging conaaqvencas of aggreasive
Bnd destructive wishas, and engenders guilt. At
thf.ilb""se !::of 'l::.ht:?Bf:~"new" fl..IMctiorH:;!::of ego is the
awaranBSS of the other BS eaperBta and Whole aD
wf.H1 ,1S a viow of the £~elof as eeparot\te. By
foregoing the project of the ago, i.e. to
maintain integrity and a BBMSB of boundariad
whalenesm, th~ creative individual can shift,
th~ough a process of healthy projective
iclEmtHicu'hion (See tl~lein 1959 p. 69) ~ in'to the
position of another. This act of imagination
onables the process of empB~~y by a temporary
~hiftin; of ego boundaries and can only oc~ur
RuccesBfully and not degenerate into B laos Qf
ega-integrity if the ega is whale and well
boundariad to begin with.
The ego functions of RegresBion in the Service of
the Ego, Tolerance of Ambiguity and Empathy were
observed as occurring in Bome of the subjects of
the present st~dy an a pre-scientific baaia.
Theae were Been as both necessary to and part of
creative functioning in those children showing
these charactaristics. A review of
psychoanalytic literatura shows these three
factors as occurring in conjunction with the
creative process, RegreSSion in the Servt:e of
the Ego is a concept daveloped by Kris (1962) to
explain tha shift in focus of the aga from a
consciouB formulating Bnd elaborating mode to •
relatively unfacuBsed play in the praconBcious
mode ~hich ~n.bleB the making of remote
aSBociations and the ganer.tion Qf creativB ideas
and combinatiana.
Tol eriimc:e of Ambi 91..Ii ty ,"eofers to an <.\bi li ty to
hold conflicting or opPOSing idoas an~ feelings t~
consciousness and to tolerata the r~lultant
anxinty, complexity and uncertainty. This
flBKibility in ago functioning onables the
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synthesis of new ideas and novel solutions which
would be 1\.mthirH~l;\ble" in someOf1e with more
rigid, black-white type thinking.
Empathy is iM itself a creative or imaginative
process that pre-supposes an ability to forego
the immsdiatm project of the ago to maintain
boundary Bnd integrity and that enablas the
inc:livid\..lalto "imagine" what it is liles t.o be or
to be like the other. This springs from a
developmentally gained Bansa of wholeness and
saparatanesG and an awarensss of the sams in the
other.
The ability to bE empathiC comes with the working
through of the Depressive Position in which the
process of mourning seta in motion reparative
attempts and symbol formation which ara the basis
for, according to Klein, all creative thinking
t.\ndprod LtC in9.
TheBe are the three aspects of psychoanalytic
theory to be eMamin&d in the present study. They
do not in sny was repreaant an exhaustive list of
ego functions that Bra of relevance to creativity
but have baen examined in preVious related
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studies (Shapiro 1965; Shmukler 1~68) and are
obaervable, measurable functions that w.ra also
noted in cursory observation of the sUbjetts of
the present study.
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CHAPTER 2 Tha Study in Perspective
L Some notes on Ego Functioning
The prasent study employs an Ego Process!.').rating
instrument daveloped by Norma Haan (1977). The
"C:~""Sort.of Ego Processes," is. the pl~oduct of
reaaarch and t.heory-building that addresses
conceptions of ago functioning and their
development, from the time of Fraud.
A brief account of Haan'. theoratical basis is
tmportant from the point of view of understanding
the evolution of theory about ego fun~tioning in
ganeral. As has been suggested earlier, the
thaories about creativity iM payahoanalyti' and
then in nBoanalytic and ego psychological
thin~ing have developed alongside and shifted
with the changes in conceptions of ego
funct.ioning. The role of ego, its flexibility
and fitness, has been amphasized mora of late and
the autonomy of ego haa grown in conceptions of
lot:. iii t.heory.
Haan (1977), BS a parsonality theorist or
"paraonologlat.", Beake t.o redraw in a radical but
as she g~ays IInot, s>ltr'sme'l way, the bOL\ndari 91::1 o'f
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tho province of Parsonality. She is a Process
'thr.~oria't. arid seek~:;to clefine and descv"ibe "the
processes that people uae in their attempts to ba
"pt'~n~onsll,tt~e strateg:i.QS they use to achi eve a
modes·tly sensible Yif~\'Jo-f themselves". She calls
'I:tH';)$(~"ego processes", saying that IIAII \lJesee
that is apacifically personality and not more
clearly something else av·e the ar~E11y:dng and
synthesizing efforts that the person makes,
momant by mom9nt and within the framework of his
own phenomenology, to make salf-consistent sense
out of himself and what others and the world make
of him" (p , 2).
Ha.n therefore stresees the coping function of
ego V~ opposed to the Fraudian notion of
def er)(:Hn;, whev"a the ago is seen as nothi ng mOI"e
than ~ director of traffic batween the ld,
superego and externa. reality. Her argument la
that Freud and those who came after him and kept
faith with his conception of ego, never really
~ccordad aufficient racognition of the ego's own
€'margy, its ability t~o function al..ttonomoLisly,its
intellective and constru~tivist natura. This
conception of ago leans more to a PiBgetiBn view
thAt places the ego more squarely at tha helm of
normal functioning.
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HaAMholds that the strea. on the ego's function
a!::>'Coping' "entaila a changed viE!w of the
successful man. He is not primarily ~ winnerj
but mRr~ly an accurate, authentic negotiator with
hil'lself, others and life". (p , 4).
Hal'" viaw ia cIoaar to the Piagetian one in that
'th.:! El'tra'!:.egie!iO of e~o .:Ira not "!Solely Oi'" even
mr::ttt impr.:lrt,an'L:ly", protective of the w; shes ,For
drive grati+ication. She shows ho", the "latter
dill' thec:wi sta" 5>1..1I::h"'.; Hartman and Krois (1940)!
whi 1e they spc:H(s of the "seccmdary al.ltonomy of
the conf1ir~t,-fl"ee ego sphe~'e", did not
esser,t.i",lly dapal ..t fr'om tb:~ F': .ud i an ida" 'tha'!:. i n
!?gt1 fl.lnr.:tioning "self-preservation invr.lriably
(p. 1:2).
FC'lr Hr.:\<:\r1!the "ent i re .tory of non-defenai ve
f'_lnc::t.ioning" is 111::),1:. done j1.l5tic::e by the
psyc::hc.1an.:\1yti c and neo-anal yti c cCiilcepti ons of
ego because the ago i5 never saen aR free from
"the drives of the id and the tyranny of the
siolper'ego". (p. 12).
Shs poai i:s a sphsre of copi ng whi.ch II i nvol ves
purpoaa, choica and flaxibla .hift, d~heraB to
interaubjectiva reality and logic, and allowS and
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t.;>Mhancsf:> pr"CJpor·ti on.;lta ,,,·Ffect.i VI? s>lpressi OM",
The ego hare is not in a compromi •• rl positioM
giving at.tenuated expression to id drives, She
atFeases that the per.eln, in the coping mode, is
"bai ng fL.Illy hi msel1!". Th i s ~.hE! t:or~trasts wi i:h <.,
second mode of functioning, that af Defending.
This i$ described r..\S "compelled, nf~gi:?tiMg, r';i.gio,
distorting of intersubjective reality and logiC",
allowing only "covart impulse s>:prlhBSitm", and
embo~ying thn expectancy that anxiety can b~
ralieved wit.hout directly addrasaing the
probl(~mtl. A third moat:) of fL.mctioning is called
Fra_3I1H?nti:.1i:ionwhich is r;lesCI'"':ibt:)d as ".llutom"l'ted1
ritualistic, privatist.ically farmulated,
effectivaly directed .nd irrat.ianally expressed
in the sanat:) that intarsubjactiva reality is
cic~rly V:lOli..,tfld", (p , ~4).
HaaM's viaw is one of 'Constructivist Me~' whera
ago processas deal with the prabl~ms o~ living by
11const,r~.lr;ti ng I'·£'~solut. ions t.o c:harHa i"g ai t\.\tilti om~
instead of reproducing laarned rssponaee
(;)m;'\ntl\'t.ir19fr'orn (;\chio'lt:)d st,ate!;l"(p. 44). By
adopting such B position, ehe doee jUBt:lc~ to the
r.:1·'eative'::itJil:l.ty CJf 'r-he eQo,' Sht:) haa not (:ione
away with the Freudian bedrock of Ego, dofen •• a,
superego, id impulses •.• and so on, but has
df;)veloped FI'"el.l(:Han conr.:epti t:ma where they were
overly pOBitiviatic and machani.tic. She comes
from B position of assessing tha classical
definitions of the ago-defansss as all including
some '::)lam.ITto-f "np-gating in'tarsubjective trLltl1
and reality". Hasn (1963) and Kroa~er (1963)
felt that additional forms of ego actions Were
needed that did not negate truth and reality
(p. 37).
Hamn's formulation goas furthar to suggest that
an ago function may exist in three differant
modes on B sort of continuum of psychological
haalth, Bttunament to reality and trueness to the
Balf. For example, she takas tha generic proceE.
of 8ansi t 1vi ty and says that in the Copi 119 moor.!
this appears aa Empathy, a healthy, non-defensive
mode wherfJ r(~latin9 tl:) others is made pol:>sible.
In the Defending mode, the sarna sensitivity
becomes Projection, and as a Fragmenting
raacticn, a kind o-f delusional ideation that mQ~
be called psychotic In tha coping mode, there is
no real distortion o-f intra - and
:i ntar!3l.lbjl".lc'I',i 'Ie 1"(;,Ii\~lity. In thli~dl":lT~1naive ,
projecting form, thora is • partial attenuation
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of intra - and intersubjective reality, while in
the fragmentary delusional process, reality
tasting has broken down.
This descriptive mchama enables us to gain an
underatanding of the phenomenon of creativity .B
neyl:.nec~~$!'.;af·ilyfo"mded in ago-defensive
preCEsses but rath&r as an intellactiva,
constructive cr prablem- solv~ng operation of
age. In Ha.n's VIeW it ie conceivable that the
agQ has it. awn autonomy and energy and that
creativity, ae it relatas to every day thinking,
adaptation, learning and coping, is based in the
raga.
The conditions of psychit pain? losa~ conflict,
taMaien and inadmissihle wishes that arn eet for
the creative process in psycheonalyt:~,
rlt;?o-analytic ar1d Object Ralr:-,tiom;t.hewry may well
be operative. The Human Condition, loosely
conceived, embodies enough ale~.ntB of tragedy,
t:ompi'Clmisa "mel F.i;tr"uggla, '1:0 jl..lstiofy the
conception that creativity is a healing,
reparat~ve or sublimatory process. But Haan's
vi.w of coping, authentic, constructing man
bY"oadar1r.:;our cc:mcfilpt.ion to i "elude many evaryd.s.y
situations where creativity doaa not mean
writing a poem or inventing a windmill but simply
finding a ~asBable and temporary solution to who
will baby-sit the children while m~thDr does the
shopping. In this way! Hasn does justice to the
vast range of human experience that is more than
just managed but also conceptualized, changed and
i nf 1Ufanc:ed by tha ega th;,,\'(:stands IIin the
int,eY"!:'ltic::eb tween pel"$c:m and $it\..\ation" (p , IX),
being part ~f both in a dynamic process.
Haan'a work on the ago, processes therefore not
only pr"t:lvid(~s this st~\"ldywith a 'tool for rating
ago functions and a conceptu~l framework for
understanding them, but also implies a way of
thinking about Creativity that places it further
and more firmly still, in terms of the evolution
of the theory, within the province af Ega and
thus, of everyday functioning.
The present study is cleaely related to and baaed
upon two consecutive studies by Shapiro (1965)
and 8hmukler (1968). A spacial section is
devotad to a brief review of the relation af
these stUdies ta the present ane. Two mora
recent American atudlaa BrB alBa discussed.
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Sh~riro (lq65) investigated the predictors of
r.:~ <li'lf:? "bilit.y and t.ested r;er"tCi\i" hypotheses
regarding tha dynamics of the creative proem ••
"md the pr;,y<:nodyn<:im:1c:s; cf creml'tive r esea r t::h
5cienti~tB. He eatabliahmc! a high and a low
creativity group on the besis of these predictors
and the tested hypotheses conc8rning tha
differences between the high and low creative
sciant:.iats.
Shepiro mada five hypothesaa regarding the
thinking processaa af 'high creativa
sci. tm'l:i sta·. Theae reI atmd ten
(i) Tha ability to intagrate remotely
aasociated concepta.
(ii) The se:mai'tivi't:yto implic.",tiona.
(Iii) The eHprassion of primary process material
in f iantii:H.;Y.
(iv) The expression of humour in fantasy.
(v) The expression of ambivalent attitudes to
parental figures.
The first four of the hypothyses were supported
by Shapiro's findings and the fifth, that
predicted ~mbivalant attitudes to parental
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4igures amongst tha high creative research
sciantists was supportad with regard to the
mother but not the father figure.
Shmukler'$ Cl~68' study on Creative Factors in
High Bchool Children has aomewhat mora limited
aims than Sh ~iro's study. It shaws that
succassfully developed tests are applicable to B
younger sample than Shapiro's which consisted of
72 male rese~rch scientists, average age 35.
Shmukler tasted 105 male and famala matriculants
~ged between 16 and 1S years. Shmukler's
postulate about the psychodynamic nature of
creativity and the factor of home background
in~luancing creative behaviour aris. from
Shapiro's study but she aima to replicate this
part of the stUdy including females in her
sample.
Both studies investigate the relationship between
creativity and intelligence. An incidental
finding of Shapiro's shaws that creativity ia
unrelated to intelligence in his sample.
Shmukler sets out to prove, and does, that
creativity is unrelated to intelligence as wall
as to Bchool achimvamant or teache~fa ratings.
Shmukler also finda mubatantial support far har
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hypotheses th.t creatives show more primary
prcceas and more humour than non-creativ~., thus
verifying Shapiro's findings (Shmukler 1968
pit 1:23) II
The present study aims to establish the validity
of psychodynamic and other thet':lriesof
craativity. In AM.mining Tolerance of Ambiguity
in a sample of 8-12 year old boys and girls, it
Baeks to replicate both Shapiro's and Shmuklar's
(.;:,'tl.ldiesjl,lsing M much yOL\nger sample r.:clmprisadof
both se>te~Jl.
In uainq Torrance'. (1914) creativity teats,
specifically tha Product Improvement teat as ona
of its instruments, the present .tudy is in a
f~rther reBpect similar to Shapiro' ••
ThE.'present study L,ISeS the Tc.rrc:lrlceTests t!lS an
establishYd measure of creativity and does not
seek as Shapiro does, to establish new
meas\.ll~es. In thi sway, ita ",i 1I• .li "'I"eflar more
limit~':)d.
Shmukler conclude. that the use of personality
characteristics as criteria for creativity is a
promising avenue of rase.reh Cp. 132). The
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present study aims to link certain ego functions
with tha ability to think creatively and in this
way e)·:t.:\(~ines "personal i ty" as cl!",finedby Haem
(1977) in a limited way.
One of the hypothese. of the present study
partains to Re0ression in the Service of the
Ego, This doss not make a direct link between
ShCilpi1"'0 I sand Shml..\kler' s studi es bl..\t i 11 thai r
shared postulates about primary process being
present in creative people'. fantasy, a
theoretical association is made. Kris (1952) in
speaking about ego regression theorizes that in
creative thinking, primary process material may
"bec(.Jme pC\lrtof prec::clr1sci OI.US mantal pl"'ocesses"
Cp. 306). In this way, the hypothesis of tha
proesent study n;)sts on a $:1. mil ar psychoanal yti c
~onc:eptual framework aa those of ShBplro and
Shmwkler in speaking about ego regression and
testing for it rather than testing directly for
the presence or abssnce of primary proceRs
thinking infantasy productions.
Nosaal (1984) also links Creativity with primary
process thii"lfdng in his lstl..\dy: "Primary F'ro(:esr:;
thinkin0 .a a Saais of Creativity ImprOVement",
He aims to investigate methods of improving
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creativity by detarmining the extant to which
methods that stimulate primary procast thinking
affect creativity. He also examines, conversely~
1:he eHti;;lnto whi ch creat.i.vity improvement
tachn~qu.s involve primary process thinking.
A further closely reJated study is that by Koenig
(1973) who tests Rogers' implication that
Creativity forms part of the repertoire of the
fully functioning person. This study is closely
related to the present one because the ego
functions hypotheaizad as prevalent in the
creative person are also the ego functions of
greater psychological health and developmental
maturity. Vo.nig also uses the Torrance Tests of
Cra.tive Thinking but correlates these scores
wit.h 1:hose on the Personal Odentation Inventory
(11<;\ mLlltivariate opar.t'ltiol'laldefinition of fully
fLtl1chioningnass"). This sample cr.:msistedof
roughly equal numbers C+ - 70) of Mala and Pam.la
college students. Yis result. wera as.antially
negative which ha at'l:ribLttadto "the incomplete
i 11strument aU on of the constl"'Ltcto-f creat i vity II •
While ha adjudges the Torrance Tests as being the
baat group instrument available for testing
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creativity, he feels that the domain tested is
too small to do justice to the considerably
larger domain of creative thinking.
A further study by Loshak (1973) investigated the
relationships between Creativity, Ego Integration
and Body Image Boundaries. His results were
~iHed, with partial support being shown for the
hypothesis that "Barrier", or good body image
boundaries are related to cra.tiv. ability.
However, he did not find suppor~ for one of his
Bupplemantary hypothasas that ago strength and
~reativity arB related. He concluded therafora
that doubt was cast on the theory of creativity
as adaptive ragression.
It is clear from the sample of studies reviawad
hera that the search to find pradictors and
personality correlatas of creativity continues in
attempts to better understand the complex and
elusive phenomena of creative thinking and
producing.
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3. Aims of the Study
This study sat aut to test the validity of Bcme
psychoanalytic; neoanalytic and other later
theories a~out the ego functions of creative
individuals.
The first of tha theories explored was Krists
(1952) theor~ on Regression in the Service of the
Ego which postulates a facility in employing thi.
function in creative individuals.
The ability to tolerate ambiguity both
emoticnally and cognitively is said by many
theorists to enable the individual to think
creatively,CFrenkal-Brunswick 1949;
1953; Shapiro 1965 and Shmuklar 1968), This
theory waD also tasted by looking for eviden~a of
the ability i~ tha craative child.
The t.hird aim was to establish the presence of an
empathic ability in the personality devalopment
of creative individuals. Barron (1963) and Gallo
(1989) postulata that creativity and an empathic
ability exist together. This s~pportB the Object
Relat.ions theory of ~~lein (1962 .."Ie:! 1959} th.;lt
shows how the raparative process ocrur~ing in the
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worki,g thro~gh of the Depressiv~ Position forms
the mainspring for all latar sublimations and the
basis therefore for Creativity. Further too1
Klein s~ggests that at the time of working
throu~h depression, the child develops a sense of
th~ separatenaas and who:enesa of the other and
ia then able to ha'e concmrn for them and hence1
the baginnings of an empathiL ability.
Yhe presen't.study also aims the,'e1-ClI'''eto show the
Ii Ii~( between devaloprnanti;llhNel and the abi 1 itY
to think creatively in that Regression in the
Service the Ego~ Tolerance of Ambiguity and
Empathy are all unde~stood as abilities gained in
the course of ego maturation.
Fly gaining ';>', , ..t1dey·staI1dingof 'the personality of
the creative person and mora specifically, a
knowledge of what typa of ego functioning
facilities the creative process, We are also
better able to understand the relationship of
Creativity to Psychological Health.
Rogers (1962) suggests that the fully functioning
individu~l is creative and that this 40rms part
of hIS psychQlogl~a! health. This study also
aims to damonstr,te this point by eNamining the
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ego fun~tions of creative children. Tolerance of
Ambiguity and Empathy BFa both qualities of ego
Functioning that imply a laval of maturity in
development and even in adult life, are but two
of the hallmarks of the healthily functioning
individual. Regression in the Service of the Ego
points to a marS specific ability Bnd style of
personality functioning bwt moat importantly
presupposes not only a strong but B flaxible
10058n1n; of a.Bo~iationa and faulty reality
testing. Kria streBe.d, aa has ~Jen mentioned
"lal"lier, 'I:.hi;:\'t .i.tit; the J,I',divich..lal 'rl ilIbilityto
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to the rational and logical elaborationsl rhaae
af thinkin;, hat enables creative thinking and
Conversely too, this study aims to highlight the
fact that creativity and mental health are
connected in the opposite sense as well, nam~ly
that cr~ative endeavour and creativB thinking
engender psychological healing. This is
different context, by Abarbach (1999) who showed
how people who hact Buf~ered tragic loasae or
traumata ware oble to bettor daal with thoir
grief through ~hB hQlp 0+ croative expression.
Finally, by gaining a batt.r understanding of the
relationship betwean eraative processes and ego
functioning we may on the one h~nd better ma~ag.
potentially ~raativa thinkers through, BS Gallo
(1999) suggests, educating for empathy, reason
r3nd im~,lginr.:d:.i on. CClnvel"F:;el y Wt~m.;'ly bro.;'lden01,11"
usa of the creative process in therapeutic
undeavours in BO far as creative work ia often
IH?i::,ling work.
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1. There will be e significant difference in the ege
~unctioning of more creative individuals a.
oppoaad to their laB. creative counterparts.
2. (a) Mora creati~e individu~la will show a
significantly higher level of Tolerance of
Ambiguity than those less creative -
Cb) Mare creative individuals will .how a
significantly higher level of Regrassion in the
Service of the Ego than those lesa creative -
(e;:) MOf'e crecd:.ive individual\i3 \o'lill show a
significantly higher leval of Empathy than those
- on Haen's O-Sort of Ego Proeea.es
Oafanc::e (1977).
Coping and
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2. Subjec'l:.s
The subject,s used in 'l:.his stt.\dyCi:"t.' ,i sted of 60
childrB~ between the ages of 8 and 12 years who
attend the Schmeronbeck EducatlMnal Centr~ for
(3i.ftedChildren. Thit; population was choaE?:! by
vir'l:.ueof the fact that they had all been te~~ed
.for IO and had scored over 120~ a acore beyond
whi ch i l"lt.all i genc:~~pl aya 1it.tle c)r no 1"01e in
Creativity. (Hudson 19621 Shapiro 1965; Shmukler
1968), Bchmerenbec:k ia the major centre .for
giftedness in this country and provided a
population readily availabls to the researcher.
The age range w~s delineated so .a to test
sL.\bj(:~r~t,sin 1at.er'lcyf.~ge where there woul d be a
raasonabls stability in ego functions. The
children, that is, would be betWEen the
developmantal perioda of emotional flux of aarly
childhood and t.he turmoil of adolascence.
Originally it was anvisagad that aqual number. of
mala and famale subSact.s could ba obtained but it
transpired thdt of the available aubja~ta there
axistad a ratio of apprDximately 2 to 1 maiDa to
females. This appearad to be due to the fact
that this ratio o~ males to famales aMiatad in
this age group at the Centra becaus. more boys
t.han girla ware referred thera by parents and
,-ss
to,,,r;hor~;.(An inton?st:ir1g phCmOm~':lliOniii i 'l:a~lf)•
Theraforol of the 60 subjectm, 39 wer. boy. and
21 girls. The mean age of the children was 9,6
years. The yrnJngeBt at the time of tasting was 8
year. and 2 months old and the eldest 11 years
",nd 11 mont.hs ,
The mean IQ of the subjects was 137, the hl"~~at
being 155 and the lewast 123. All subjects had
already bean taatad OM an IQ test, either by the
present researcher or by outside psychologists
and were ragiBtered at the centre. Tharefore,
t.he pai~ticipat..icm by peren'ts and their chUdr'en
was entirely v~\untBry and all were fully
informed that this involvement would hava no
bearing on presant or future acceptability to the
centre's program.. A lattar to this effact that
requested partiCipation in tho study was aent to
the parsnts of prclspac:ti, va sLlbjec:ts. Most
parent. approached were very willing to
participeta and only a handful declined
participation, ignored the raquest or failed to
show for the testing apPOintment.
Subjects were selected for the Bt~dy from the
existing filas of the Schmerenbe~k Centre
according to the limite of age. They had aithar
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been recently admitted and wara yat to begin
courses or alsej aB was most often the cB~e, wPre
currontly parti=ipatin; i~ the centre'e
(';\c,:l',ivi 1: [)£:"
Children who were special cases, for eHample
those with learning difficulties, occupational
pn~b1emt~or known severa ~Inotional tli st!..II"b".'Inc,e
w,we scr'Qet'"letlOl.tt of the set: that Cf.lmpY"i :sad the
potential sample, BS were the ch41dran whose
mothers wera Mot fluent in English and would hsve
had undue difficulty underatanding and performing
thair task. No control was ma~a for
socio-economic statua Dr raea and the sample was
reprosantatlva of the hypothetical 'average'
family involved at the centra which ia, broadly
speaking middle elaea.
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Two inEl'I:.n ..llnl?ntswere Lised i n ordel~ ,to obtai n the
mSC'.HSLIV"eafor CreOiltivity and .por"Ego-func:t" 1ning.
These were the Torrance festa of Craativa
Thinking end Haen's Q-Sort of Ego Processes
Coping and Defence.
(e) The Torrance Teste (Torrance 1974) consist
of ~ battery of activities th&t involve the
subject in a number of types of creative
thinking t8S~($ b.:)'th verbal "'nd HgLlri;ll.
This enables the raaaarcher to aNamine many
aspects of the subjects functioning and to
obtain a profile of strengths and weaknesses
in the different areas and activities aa
wall ae to calculata an overall Creativity
Bcora. These teats Were chosen as an
instrument for the study for the reaaon that
an overall Creativity a~~re could be
obtained and an gbjective scoring system
was ,~veilabl e.
Khatana (1992), writing about the Torrance
Teats in a di.cusaion on the measurement of
Crt1~ativi ty, sc.,ys 'that "After about; tl-'H"mty
years of Buccm ••ful and careful work with
the instruments wa can safely say that here
ara instruments that can tell us with a high
level of pradic:tabi lit)" !1C'.lW the creative
processing of information by mn i~dividual
ThE) test.s chosen .from the battery for use in
this study were (1) Product Improvement (il)
Unusual Uses of Cardboard boxes and Ciii)
Just suppose •••Tha Product Improvement test
was used in modified farm by Shapiro (1965)
and Shm~kler (1968). It was felt that as
the presant study follows the conceptual
framework of these studies, this teat should
be used.
rhs UI'1LlsLlaluses and Just SLAppose tests were
used in addition, to create • mo~e
comprehensive battery for the children to
compl Eree. rhay a,"a enjoyabl e tests and cCln
be administered in a short ~ima. This
suited tha procedures of the study and
anabled the researcher to find an overall
Creativity score for each child with
reasonabls ease. It was also suggested by
rass.,u·c::hs,"sin the fi eld ·th""tt:,ase three
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activities of th~ Torrance battery wer~
widely used and more reliably scored than
some of the other test~.
(b) Haan (1977) developed a ·Q-Sort of Ego
Processes which examines a wide range of
functions in terms of her model 0'
ego-fL(nctionin<;1. "rhis model was felt t.o be
appropriate to the present study by virtue
of its conceptual roots in the theOries of
Fraud, however much Haan has expanded and
developad the idea of Ego as Proce.s. The
present study involved the testing of
psycho;:\l1alytictheories of crElativity and it
was felt that this would best be done by
using an instrument that had a similar
ronceptual base. In i.\dditionto this
rationale! Haan's Q-Sort also has in it the
specific functions that this study
hypothesisad are positively correlated with
Creativity. By using the wMole Q-Sort it
was also possibl. to informally eMamine
other ego functions included in it but not
formally hypothesised about, and their
relation to Creativity.
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Another advantage of using the Q-Snrt was
f.lt to ba that the mothers of the children
subjects would be able to usa it easily to
give the resaarcher a picture of the child's
ago functioning. ThiS, it was felt, would
obviate the nead for extensive and time
consuming testing of tha child. By giving
the Q-Sort to thy mothers in the form of a
full set of shuffled cards, Only some of
which pertained to the hypotheses, of which
they were ignorant, it was felt that an
objective measur~ of the child's
ego-ft-Inctianing COL\1 d be Clbtained from
someone who knew them vary wall.
In addition, Kerlinger (1986) diSCUssing
Q-sort methodology suggests that. uwe have
individuals sort the cards not sO much to
test the individual as to test 'theories'
that have been built into tha items". (p.
512) • And further he states that "if the
theories ara valid and if the Q-sort
adequately expresses the theory, two rather
big "ifsu, the stat:l.stical an",lysilSo'f 'the
sorts should show the thaory's validity"
(p , 513).
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Therefore, also on the basis of this, the
instrument was felt to be sUitable because
c~ the 'theory-testing' nature of the
present study.
Haan's Q-Sort consists of a set of 60 cards,
on each of which is printed a description of
a particular characteristic of behaviour.
The mothers' task consists of sorting the
cards by rating their child for each
characteristic on a 1 to ~ scale. The
higher the item was rated (i.e the closer to
9)1 the more characteristic was the
description o~ her child. A normal
distribution of itema per point on the
rating scale is obtained by stipulating the
number of items to be placed at each point
of the scale. The distribution suggested by
Ha.n was adopted and runs as follows
5 7
4 5
9 12
6 7
9 7
8 9ROiIt.i19= 1
No of items: 3
:2
3
Pleas. refer to the appendices for dl ails of
all items on this test as well as the
Torrance Tests).
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·4. F'roeedl.lres
(a) TestinSj
Following the selection of subjects by
searching the existing files of tha
Schmerenbeck Centre and requesting
participation from the mother. and their
children, individual appOintments were set
up for testing. The testing of eat:h subject
took approximately one hour in which time
the child completed the Torrance Tests of
Creativity and the mother .imult~neously in
a separate room, completed the Haan Q-Sort
of Ego Processes, rating their child on the
var !. O~.IS +unc t;ions.
The chi 1d and his or hel'"mother' were fi rst
taken to the mothers' testing room at the
centre and the mother's t.sk was explained
to her in terms of the stated .ims of the
S·!:.Lle,;".. Thi s proc:edLtre was adopteo because
the mother's task took approximately an hour
and the child's about half that. It was
also felt that this would allay any anxlaty
in the younger child who might need to know
whera his mother was and what she Was
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doing. The child was then taken tn the
children's teating room and hi. task waa
Explainad to him uaing modified
"dc-?-amel'"ie:ani:;:edllinlStn,\ctions. The tes.ts
were done in the o~der of Product
Improvement; Unusual Use. and Just Suppose
and the time lLlita set were 12 minutes~ 12
minutes and 6 minutes respectively. The
time limits given ard reapectively 2, 2 and
1 minutES longer than thoae auggeated by
Torrance. This mudlfication was made
following a number of trial testing. which
yielde~ r~ther few responses in the
prescribed time limit. The extra time
provided for the generation of rather fuller
seta of responses.
Each s!;:lpareteact.ivi ty the cb Id pEI~.j:ormed,
was explained beforeha~d by the eXaminor and
paina ware taken to ensure that the child
fully understood his brief.
The eNaminer would periodically return to
the mather while the child completed hia
task to ensure that ahe fully understood the
meanings ~f tho items on which she waa
rating her child.
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It was initially Envisaged that the t~.tings
could bN dona in arge groups of 1Q pairs of
mothers and children but axpwrienca showed
that the mothers generally had difficulty
understanding and aorting the itema. For
this reason, a maximum of 3 pairs could be
tested at once because tha examiner had to
often explain the meaning of items ~~ the
mothers and to help them understand how to
LISe the met.hod of I"'ating and sorti ng.
The Torrance Teats were scored according to
the guidelines layed out in the Bcorin;
Guid., (Torrance 1974) for activities 4, 5
and 7. A total Fluency acare was obtained
by adding the individual fluency Bcoras for
ebch activity. The Dame operation wa.
performed in respect of the FleNibility and
Originality Dcores for each activity. A
total Creativity 8c~re (e) was obtained by
summing the Fluency, Flexibility and
Originality scores for each subject.
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e.g Activity 4 fu:.tivity 7
Just Suppose
PI L1ens..v. 12 16
Pl eHi b II i ty 4 .~
9r..l9..~11alit y 4 S
7
3
Totel Fluency =: 12 + 16 + 7 "" 35
Totell PI e>:ibi li ty = 4 + 6 + 3 = :13
To1:a1 Originality ::::; 4 "l- S + :2 = 14
Total Creativity (C)
Scoring of the Hean ratings was done for each
specific function being examined. These consisted of
three m;ain "lntrac:eptive" functions vi:;:. Tolerr.ince
of Ambiguity; Empathy and Regress~on in the Service
o'F the Ego as well as other fl.\nctions not cover'ad by
tha main hypotheses but inveatlgatad in ordar to make
fuller usa of the Q-Sort and 80 build up a mara
comprahensi ve prof i 1a of ago fLln:::tionl 11g in reI ati on
to Creativity.
Each fun~tion, of which there are a total of :20
covered by the a-Sort, had three items describing it
which thm mother had rated 8cc:ording to her knowledge
of the child, on a 9-point Beale. Thus by adding
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thy ratings assigned to the various item., a
SCQre for each function could be obtained.
0.0 Tolerance of Ambiguity is coverad by items 19, 20
Ansuming the mother had rated theBe at points 5,
.nd 9 respectively on the 9-polnt scale, a
Al acare for this function could be obtainud
by J~mm1ng the ratings for each item.
i . . • Item= 19 20 21~
13.2.~ ;, n,~ = t!' 6 9;;j
A eli mi 1t'\\roperr.rttian ,as performad for each
function examined, giving a possible profile of
ego functions that might look Be follows:
S ... 6 ... 9 '" 20
:2 ... :2 + 4 '" e
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Each Ego function could than ba correlated
against tha Creativity score to test the
Iwpothesas.
The simple correlations CPa.rson's r,
significance at the 0.05 level) between
Creativity and the three variables on the Ha.n
set of Ego Functions were calculated. In
addition to this, a further aiN ago functions
we~e correlated against the Creativity SCore in
~rder to investigate other relationships that
hava relevance to the theory under discussioM.
These were: Projection, Penial, Concentration,
Publimation, Subt?titl.ltionand Regression.
It was intended that a multiple regression
analysis be performod with the Creativity score
being the Criterion variable (C) and tha Empathy,
Tolerance of Ambiguity and RegreSSion in tha
Service of the Ego Bcoras on the Haan scala,
being the independent variables (P 1~ P 2 and
P 3).
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Upon c:ri;\lcI.IIC:ltingthe simple correlC:ltionsbetween
Creativity and the three main Ego functions it
was found that no significant support was given
to any of the hypothe.ea.
For this reason it was unnecessary to perform C:\
multiple regression analysis. Of the other six
variables also tested against the Creativity
score it was found that only the ego function of
Substitution showed a significant (nagative)
r.:orrelC:\tionat the 0.0199 level.
A comparison of the means on Creativity for Male.
C:lndFemal.a did not show any significant
di ffE:.lI"!.;mca=
Males Creativity X
Famalea Creativity X
:::76,02
=: 71,::$6
An e}1C:\mi n.;'ltion of the means of Tolerance of
Ambiguity, Empathy and Regression in the Service
of the Ego ahaws that of the three, only
Tolerance of Ambiguity seems to have ~een rated
by the mothers in a reasonably unbiased way X =
14.19). The other two, Empathy (X Q 19.25) and
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Regression in the Service of the Ego (X = 20.5)
suggest an overly high rating of these
functions. This is reasoned from the premise
that We can reasonably expect the sample to have
an Bv.rage spread 04 children who ara Empathic
and are not Empathic; some who employ Ego
Regression and others who do not.
The di stri bLltion of SCOr"ea on the creati vi ty
Miniml..lm31
Me>!i mum 125
x =: 74.31
Buggaated that the test was able to dif~erentiate
between subjects more reliably, on the taaks that
they completed. The scores on these tests
obtained by individuals previously observed by
'I:heresearcher, c:omplied wi th e>q::lectatiems about
their levels of creativity: those informally
adjudged to be creative children did aCora higher
an the Torrance Tests. It WBa claar however that
those with more task commitment and motivation
scorad bettar than those approaching the testn in
a mora desultory manner and with poorer
c:oncentr .:I'r. ion.
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The correlation. of the main variablas with the
creativity scora are .s follows:
CY·eativityr---~--
rol eranc:a~of ?'mbigLlity r' ,.:: 0.OCJ6t19
$i g.
,........,--·------------------jl avei <Q. 963'2
Empathy r = - 0.02205
sig.
~-------~----------~-------------~level {0.8672
F:eg,"ession in Service of ES!2, r = 0.16239
sig.
1avel <0. 2H51
There is no correlation of statistical signi~icanc ••
The correlation. of the secondary variables with
creativity were investigated to make b.tte~ us. of
the Ego Fl.\nt::ticna i nstrltmant and to e>eplore snv
po.sible ~elation.hips that might have had bearing
upon tha discussion.
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The correlations of the setondary variables wich
Creativity are as follows:
Secondary Variables Creativityr----.-------------...,.------------------,
I'" "" - 0.04708
Sig. laval (0.7209
Danial I'" = - 0.00944
8ig. level (0.9429
Concentration r = - 0.17303
8ig. lavel (0.1861
Sublim ....tiol1 r ::: 0.05095
81g. level (0.6990'
8L\bstitLrti011 r = - 0.29989
8ig. laval (0.0199*
I'" "" - 0.04433
9ig. level (0.7367
It is noted that only on the ego function of
8ubsti tLIH on is there ....nv signi f icant cOl--relaU on
with Creativity and th.t this corralation is
negative.
An invest.igation of tha correlations of all the
val'"i ab I es on the Hal:\rI instrument with each othe,',
revealed significant correlations between the
following:
L A negol'l:.ivecorrelation between Tole,"anr.:eof
Ambi~uity and Projection.
of significance).
(At the <0.0003 level
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2. A nsg,;';ttive corrsl.m'l:.iem bstwsen Eml?athy and
~gr'essi on iii tht'Lj3ervieli! of the Ego. (A1~
ths (0.0189 level of significance'.
3. A posi '\:.i ve con'el ation bet.I>H?enDen! aL and
Reere~,sion. (A'I:. the <0.0499 level of
significance).
4. A positive correlation between Concentration
. Cublimation. (At the <0.0121 level of
~:.Jqrli Ficance).
5. A positive correlation between SUbstitution
and Emeathx. (At the <0.0015 level of
5i gni fi cancel.
6. A negative correlation between Substitution
and prOjection (At the (0.0134 level of
$1 9ni fi canco) •
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CHAPTER 4 DI9CUOSION
1. General Findings
This study attempted primarily to test
psychoanalytic and neo-analytic thecries of
cre.tivity. The aim of this was to g&1M a fUller
understanding of the personality or
ego-functioning variables that enable and
engender creative thin~ing and producing in
children. The impRtus for thA study was an
observed problem in some very bright children
whose per.onality development seemed to be
preventing them from functioning fully as
creative individuals. These children seamed
partially arre~ted in their emotional development
or constricted in some way so as to prevent free
play i.n their thinking. It was felt, from a
clinical perspectiVe. that succ ••~ful negotiation
o-t development.al phases arid a moveme,'l'to more
mature, robust and flexible ego-functioning
facilitated and enabled creative thinking. The
move awC:iYfrom the more infantile or immatur.
ego-defenses, characteristic of the
paranoid-.chi~oid position, was felt to be a
pre-r"eql.lisitafor the more fle>d.ble
ego-functioning of Creativity. Children who by
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dint of their j,mm....tL\rity, emotional stucknessy
anxiety or nther compromised emotional
functioning tend to retain v_stiges to a greater
or lesser degree of the earlier defense
mechanisms that protect a more fragile ego.
Ad\..llt:.'!;too tend to revert to the more primitive
def!?t1seswhen under e>:trame st~'ess .)1'" in cr'isis.
And it may be said that everyonH retains or hasy
bl'i1'1,i n1:.Othei r personal i'ty 'f L" oction ing y CI
potential to function in more regressed and
primitive ways and to employ the earlier
egO-defenses. T~is tendency, if it pervades the..
ego-pro~eSses will tend to inhibit full and aa
functioning that includes creative functioning
and may be built into the more limited and
constricted personality. This study adopts
therefore, the broad humanistic VieW of
rruativity as part of the repertoire of the fully
functioning individual (Rogers 1962) and tries to
link Creativity in this way with Emotional
Health.
The main hypotheses of the present study were not
supported by the result. of statistical analysis
of th~ data obtained. None of the three factors
(Tolerance of Ambiguity~ Empathy and Regression
in the ServiCe of the Ego) on the Hasn scale of
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ago-proeBBsaB showed a significant correlation
with the Creativity score on the Torrance Tests
of Creative Thinking. Of the functions chosan to
also investigate as eecondary to the main
hypotheses, only SubB~itution showed a
signlficant correlation with Creativity (A
negative correlation),
The SubBtitution ego-function is describad by
I-l.::tan .."IS "good react;!. en -Formati I::m". The "s\..\bJect
eHpresses tempered, domeBticated feelings. The
di~ttnction batwean strong reaction form&tit:;)ns
al1d ~;t.rr.:lMg s\..\bsti\.\'l::i ena ml..\st be mt.\da on t.he
basiS of the appropri.tlt.eness, fl(;:!)fibility,
metering and purpoBivenesB of the coping ~rocssB
and on the rigidity, compulsion,
aolf ....righteol..\sne"s, a,tO "magic" involvw:l in the
defense mechanism" (1977 p. 306). The throe
i toms th ..t c:ov(~r Sub"3ti tut,:l em on the Q"Sort of
ago processes Bra as follows:
49. Acts fairly even in trying
c:i r·cl..lms'tencsa.
50. Acto civilly even in trying
ci r·~\..lil\f:.lti.'mc:es.
Sl. Rogulatas expresoion of feelingo
proportionate to the situation.
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The negative correlation between Substitution and
Creativity throws up interesting questions about
the ~er.onality of the creative individual. It
suggests that the vary regulated and domesticated
individual may tsnd not to be creative. The
personality of the creative thinker seems to be
one that puts self-expression befora conformity
and correctness; that is not highly invested in
baing good, correct and morally proper. The
creative individual in the present sample may not
be very Btrictly governed in his or ~'r acti~ns
by a strong or overly punitive superago. In
additionf wa may pOSit a greater reliance upon
self or internal values and perceptions of what
:!.t~ needed in L'\ "trying" sit\.lation, rather then a
strong government of natural impulseD for the
make of social acceptability or moral rightness.
Shallcro"ts (1992) e:·:mines upareont\.l rial:1I and thE!
relationship between positive self-concept and
c~aative behaviour. She cites studies by
1'1i.,cl<irmon (tc.?62) whic.:hfOl..tnd :;;h<.~t" .hose whtl
excelled in creatiVE production hald a great deal
of raspact for salf, that they used the self BS a
source BS well as that which is outside the
ealf. Highly creative individuals respect
themselves BS s source as much BS they respect
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e;d:srnal 'i;;Ol..\rCes"(Shall C~·OSS p., 90). 'The chi 1d
wh" t:f.mclsto employ sl..lbstitLl'tionto a large
degree in trying circumsta~~e. we can understand
BS not wanting to reb.l or take personal risks
but choosing rather to conform for the sake of
gaining an inner sense of stability in an
e::ternally difHtLIlt aitl.lation. The mews
creative parson will not be so conforming under
this analysis and will risk finding a solutioM
that flows from an expression of his or her .e1f.
However, if wa Ire to assume that the moth.rs
injected some of their own personal bias into the
rating of their children, which seems likely,
than we can reason.bly conclude that mothers who
value (the ego function of) Substitution too
highly may tend to stifle a freely creative
functioning in their children. Mothers aa well
as parard:. and families that villLleSl..\bstitl..\tion
rather highly, may tend then to stifle free
e::pref3sion of ,.:.lcial'differentness' and in s('.')
doing eonstrict creative functioning_ It may
wall be tharefore that parental expectations,
~BrentB own parBClnalities7 their attitudes
towards the child's freedom of expression and
tawards discipline, all narVe to encourage and
facilitate or alse constrict the creative
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One reason for the failure to find significant
corralations between the main variables
investigated and creativity, has already baan
suggested earlier in the 'ReMwlts' aaetian of
this report, Because Empathy and Regression in
the 8Brvi~~ af the Egc appear ta be worded in
such a way as tu su;gast poaitiva or socially
dlZ:'sireblaben..=lviol.ll"'sj mathsl'"'s mC1Y hava
in~dvertantly bean biaAed tawal'"'ds these
fl.trlc:t.. i ~/nt,;.
'26 Tf 'as to I..lnde,~stAnd other'!S feel ings" and
"26 R\':<.'c:t~lSans!tivaly to other's feelings",
both given as characteristics of Empathy, could
clearly hava been regarded as socially acceptable
trnits by mothers wanting to see thair children
as empathic and present thom in a positivo light.
Similarly, the itema far Rogre~sion 1M the
Service of tha Ego for Dwample: the item
"31. Enjoys surprising aspects of situations,
far axample, situational humour or Budden
inr;;ighta",
is a deSirable personality trait1 making it
rathe~ unusual for a mother not to rate her child
highly on it. Indeed, how many people would not
rata themselves high on this item?
!t may also be tho ca.e that childran of high IQ,
.s was the norm in the sample studied, do in fact
show or are automatically adjudged aa showing the
above trQit. For example, the second item
descriptive of RQgreBBion in the Service of the
Ego,
H32. Plays with idea. and feelings without being
constrained by situational demandeH.
This may well be mora likely to be t~e caBO
amnngst a group of high IQ children who could
ordinarily exhibit this trait to a greater extent
than a normal sample. Keen intellect may be
mistaken for creativity and possibly mora aD by B
loving mother.
It ml.l.Btt:~lsobe noted t.h~rl.til::! mothers in genar~l
had difficulty with their task. Many of the
items they found difficult to fully understand
and tQ objectively apply in the rating of their
childrrn1. Many needed the reBearcher's help in
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underatandlng items in the lived context of
their child's behavio~r. Some itams are at.tad
iii the nagr.:1tiveand 'ehe ,'"esultant "do\"lbla
nmgative" effact was confusing to a numbyr of
moHu"rs. (~.g. Item 22. "Unct:\bleto t:ommit salt
to paraonal courses of action even when pos.ible
·tc:l do so". This l. em would be rf.1tedhigh if the
child were indecisive, and was confusing to a
number of mothers. It was also noted how soma
mothers rushed through the task and may have
placed some items randomly rather than think
carefully about aach item. In tha face of ~hi.
rather difficult task it is felt that aome
mothers may have resorted to applying judgements
of social acceptability and person~l bias in
favour of their childran when sorting tha itamB.
Th. abnormally high means of Empathy and
Rli:gl'"ession in the Servi ce of the Ego suppor't 'I:hi5;
contemh cn , (Sea Appendix for maan scores and
standard dwviationa).
2. The Second~ry V~riablas
A second statistical operation was performed
correlating all the variables scored with each
other. The results of this provide Bome
informative c~rrelations that arB of ralBVanCB to
thE thBoretic~1 discussion Qf this study.
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The mi/gative con"el ati on between Tol e,:,anceof_
Ambi gl.li'l:y and F'roj~~c:tion. (I'" ". - 0.45581 at the
significance level (0.0003) supports the
theoretical standpoint of the present &tudy.
Projection is seen as on. of the triad of
'primitive' defenses employed in the
Paranoid-Schizoid position (Klein 1952)
Projection, Denial and ~plittin9. Tolerance of
Ambiguity in the thinking processes implies a
de-emphasis or infrequent occurrence of splitting
as a defense mechanism. Splitting tends to
divide the world into black and white; good and
bad. Tolerance of Ambiguity suggests an ability
to tolerate in conaciousness, conflicting idas
and emotions and to integrate tham into a mora
re.~iptic and balanced whole. Projection is akin
t~ .1' works together with splitting in that
lntolerRble atateB experienced by the infant are
split off from consciousness and projected onto
or attributed to Bome outside agent. It would
seem t.hen thi.\\'t-the mo-r.h(;lrsmay have ac:c\lrataly
differentiated between children employing the
dafe~He mechanisms of the paranoid-schi%oid
position and those basad more firmly in tho
reality of the deprasaive position where these
defensBs fall away or diminish in occurrence.
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ThE$' r1egative cC:ll"'relation betwsen E:mea'~ and _
B.~ssion_ in the Sel'"'vic:e o'f thf,'__§g£ (I" :;:: 0.30230
at the significance level (0.0189) runs counter
to the hypothesizad direction of correlation and
the theoretical predictions of this study. This
finding may be of significance to the theoretical
Llnderstar'lding of ~go h.ncti oni rq in that the
ability to empathize, and in Gallo's (1989)
ter'msl "forago the project of the ago" (p. 110)
cannot be equated with or Been DS existing in
parallal with what Kris C19S2) understands as
",d<.~pt:ive ego regn~Bei on.
It may be that the positive correlation between
§.meat,h~ i\lnrJ Substi tuti on 1 (I" "" 0.40132 at, the
significance lavel (0.0015) places an empathic
ability closer to the notion of ego strength in
t...'''ma of regulation of behaviour by m.lpe''''ago
constraints and by impulse control. Regrea.ion
in the Servica of the Ego howevert described by
Haan <:IS "Playfl.llhf,;H'm", may wall OCCl.II"as I<v'is
implies in "weillktmsd" states of ego. It may also
b. the caBe that Hasn'. item. dDscribtng
"Play-f!t..\1t1e5t:':I", do jl.lst this without s\.\f'Tic::ient
demand in the criteria for Kria'o emphasis on the
",bili'ty to "r",hHtII b;:,~c:I{to the mc:we atruct,l.lrad
secondary process thinking or elaborationsl
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mode. Without this ability and strength o~ ego,
ego regression is purely regressive and at best
'playful' and will noL necce.Barily result in the
ability to put into practice creative thinking
and producing.
The positive cOI"relation between ~~ and
~preBsion (r Q 0.2555 at the significance level
(0.0488> though not very strong, suggests that
theae functions may exist in parallel.
Repression may be seen as the weaker form of
D.oial1 the two being ralatad in principle in
theory and in the ego functions found in the
sample. This may be Been as evidence that
motherB were able to rate the children
consistently on soma variable. perhaps but not on
others.
Tha positive correlation of goncentration with
Sublimation (r = 0.32202 at the significance
level (0.0121) gives evidence for the argument
that sublimation may occur mora readily in the
individual with the ego strength necessary for
concentration. The ability to concentrAte, in a
child, implies an ability to delay gratification
and alao tc channel anergy into a task that is
not a simple gratification of impulse. This
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re:ationship supports the theory that the ability
to be creative may depend upon the maturity of
~ga development in so far as sublimation can be
seen as a fundamentally creative ego process.
(Klein 1952 p. 83).
Substitution and Empath~ are also positively
correlated (I'" = 0.40132 at the significance level
(0.0015» which suggeAts that the empathiC
individLlal has a more IIdomesticat.ed" way of
functioning which takes the other into acco~nt
lIeven under trying circumstances. The notion
that empathy or true concern Can occur only in
the more robust~ unsplit ego that delays personal
gratification, is supported. As mentloned
earlier in disc"ssion c~f the nega'tive c.orrelation
between Empathy and Ego Regression, Haan's
conception of ampathy and the mothers'
unc:lerstc;\l1dir'g (Jfthese items 1eans towards an
underst~nding of this ego-function as closer to
an ability to substitute, to put personal
gratification on tha back burner and to function
according to Buperego injunctions.
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Similarly, the negative correlation between
St..tl?§..t.~tlJti on and Prr.;jec:tion (r := CI.31758 at the
Biginificanca level (0.0134) also suggests that
the mothars wara able to differentiate accurately
between mora and less mature ego functIonIng.
The usa of projection as ~go defanse be1angs to
the more infantile mode of functioning while
sLtbstitLltion is a more mature !=oei.:.!J9.. response in
Haen's tarms. If we are to thinh of the lived
cont.e>ltof "tr·ying clrcLtJnstances"1 a$ put forward
by Hasnl then we can certainly anviaage the child
who projects as probably not behaving 'fc!lir'lyor
civilly but possibly as projecting blame onto
another or rasorting to splitting, sa presenting
an attenuated, incomplete or unhelpful reBponse
to the situation.
The failure to find support for the hypothe~es
may be interpratad on the one hand as casting
doubt upon the validity of the theories of ago
functioning and :raativity = the theoretical
understanding of the cra.tiva process may net
accurately raflect ths actual internal events
that occur in creative thi~king and production.
However, the strength of this conclusion is
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limit(;?d:jue to the obvious (.:obssrvGd ifHcLll'ty
th.;ltthe mQ-l:hershad 1\, uSi ng th$ H=an Q-Sort .!trld
the skewness of the distrib~tion of scores for
the functions of Empathy ex = 19.2~J and
Regressi on i.,ll....the Bervi ce of the Eg~
ex = 20.5). It is felt that these factors were
rated for social desirability and/or the
fulfilling of perceived expectations of the
v"elsearch. 81ven the r . Ice,,.tainty pi aced OVer the
reliability of the mother's ratings, the
conclusion that Tolerance of Ambiguity ex =
14.18) is unrelated to Creativity is not a
strongly based one. The fact that the sample of
children Was uniformly of high IQy may also have
conf~mded the rasults as some of the kay ego
functions may have been rated high as a perCeived
function of intelligence rather than of
creativity.
A degree of int.rna' consistency of the mothers'
ratings was found in t~e internal correlations
discovered between various ega functions listed
on the Haan instrument. These correlations
support the theoretical understanding ~f the ego
functions covered in thia atudy while not
necc.sBarily throwi~g light upon their
relationahips t~ creative functioning.
.lOd
There appears t~ b~ p bean a consistent
~ifforential~on by l~~ mothers between the mature
and tho immc.,\'t\.woagel f\,lnc::tiona.111particl.llay·,
~n understanding of Empathy as seemingly more
akin to the strong and mature ego functions much
ae Substitution is gained. This lands support tel
the theo~atical understanding of Empathy as an
,",r)i l1 ty to "for'ego tho project of tha ego", whera
the ego is robuat enough to withstand thiG
~emporary lowering Qf defense.
The discovery of a negAtive correlation between
Substitution and Creativity lends credence to the
belief that children who tend to amplay this ega
function B l~t, will tond not to reapond
~reDtively. Bearing in nlnd that the mothers may
have injertod their personal biasee in rating
their children, it can alao be concluded that
thODD mothers who value SubstLtution hlghly as a
boh(.w;iollr'al go;'" 1 , wi11 nut f Geili'l:l:Itoc:roati va
functioning in their chi\dron.
4. l:I0"t hf.)dq,1.~L.E.: QU\:~.n2•..!~11d L} !.l!lli1ti.c:!!J.f.LE..UU£..
\ttj.~.
Tho fi1il \.\1"'0 to fi I"d 8llPPOl"'t ,for' tho rn.:d.n
hypotheses may be dUD to throe pOBa:l.blafactors.
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The first is that the theory about the ego
functions of creativp individuals ie incorrect
~r1d that. 't:h(~t.tU"lL'lINy..·t.6)!S't:.i ng m:erc:iae of the
present study properly tested the theories and
found them w~nting. This ~onQlulion would
however not be strongly bGBa~ because of th~
limited natura o~ the study snrt it~ reliance upon
only two instruments, ane to measure Creativity
<md trw athl:1rEga r-"Lint:tionihg.The s·tudyhau
also allowed for the rating Qf the Bgo-functions
to be dona by lay people who may not have beDn in
w pe:m;i. ti on ·to £H.::C::t.II'" ,,\toly ut3aes.atho chiIdron in
Br~a~ that may properly be the province of
trained profoBDionals.
Tho ascond possibility in that tho ra~rQnco Touta
C)·F Cf'D,:d:i"10 1'1'1;1. nl~i n9 have rwi:: uccur'atoly mOClSl.ll"'od
tho Baid ability. This tao soemP unlikolY1 on
tho anD hand bocauBo of tho provo" reliability of
tho tonto CKhatona 1982 p. 22) Bnd an the athol'"
bD~BWb~ of tho porformance ~f tho iMDtrwmont in
tho prDBon~ study, whore D l"'D~lioticdistribution
of scoreD wan obtained without undue skewnoss,
Zn addition, pri~r ~bBDrvBtian of childron known
t~ tho reaDsrchar woo carroboratod by tho
achievoment Qf those ch~ldron an the croativity
teata. Chl1dra~ wham the researcher felt were
craative1 did in fact Bcore highly on the testa
,:.ndvi(;e vel"t'),:\.
The third POBBibilitYf and one that seOMS most
1i 1::(;11 Y to Dwpl <:\i n the 'f,,,;, 1ure o'f sl.lppbrtfc:w t.he
hypotheses, is that the mother. did not give an
accurato rating of certain of their childr~n's
l190 f~.lnc:tic.ming. Clbserv13i::i.on "of the mothers'
hAndling of thE a-Sort Buggustec:lthat:
Cal Many found a lot of the items tiiffi~ult to
1.lMrJDratand.
(b) Many completed the taak tao quickly and
without Bufficient thought, DO sacrificing
uce:l.lr,:lt:y.
Ccl Even whon they understood tho items, they
often expressed difficulty with deciding
where to place it an tho 9-point Bcale.
It appoarad bath from absorvation Bnd an
fmomi!'lL~t.ian t:)'f tho m('!"," BC!Clras on c:ert~in
functiano1 that mathers tendod to be biabed in
fovaur of th~ir children and rated thom highly an
what they percaivod to be oacially dOBeriable
i tc'mo.
The hlghaat rnan of all the rated items was for
Regression in the Service of the Ego (X • 20.53)
Which of all the items moat clearly Ixpreaeea the
aperstio~ of Creativity. As the mothers knew the
purpose of tha creativity test being dane by
their children BS wall aa the title of the
rosearch, they alao may well have placed thoa.
particular iteme high on the scale so as to
satisfy what they perceived as the researcher's
m:pnct"rt:. i t:H'la.
As this study aims to establish Borns of the
Personality or Ega-Function correlates of
Creativity, the problems of personality
assessment per Be are of relevance and may
have had boaring upon tho results of tho
reaecw·ch.
Mischel (1961) diacusBea th. problema
inhorant in prodiciting ~ehQviour over time
and in difforent situations where an
attempt hao bean made to doacribB a parson's
behQviowr according to a spocific trait or
~onfigurBtion of traits. DifficultiDB
invariably ariDe in applying stato and trait
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tht~ories b(.')CaLIs!!t ,,·the!':.1>:i$tenc:sof SLt(.::h
gtimulus-free, highly generalized
behavioural eets - not the OCCdrrence of
long-term individual differances in response
·tt:> Bti 1)')1..11i -. (that) i e LlnsLlpported by the
data". "Although behaviour patterns often
may ba stabla thay usually arB not highly
genar·i.~l:1.zed i.'r.::ros~;1$1tLlat.i oneil. He states
fl.lrthE:~r t.hc':\'t:IIwhan reBponsEl.....I..einfon~emsnt
relatione are discriminative and eliciting
stimuli endure over time, the behaviour
remains atablo; whan the maintaining
conditions for behaviour change, tha
behaviour ~~Belf changes" (p. 282),
Mischt-ll(1984> 81 totes that "Glabal,
situation free consistencies (in
personality) are neither expected nar
maintained : Discriminative facility rather
than rigidity characterizes adaptive
betH',v~~\..tr" {po 351>.
It becomes claar on examination of studies
performed by Mischel and others (e.g Norman
1'63) that to a~hieve maaaurao of
poraonality using a taHonomy of particular
traito that ara c~nsiatent over time GMd
lOS
different situations is axtremaly
difficult. These findings appear alGo to
!ilpt~ci);11 and 1imi ted way.. All ·th.;lt we sea
that is spacifically personality and not
mora clearly Bomething else are the
analyzing and syntheBiling efforts that the
person makes, moment by moment and within
the framework of his own phenomenology, to
maka self-consiatent sanB. out of himself
imc:1 what. others and the world m.",I:e t:)f himl!
(p. 2).
While Hasn's efforts to look at porsonality
in tarms of Ego Processes rather than
particular, mora static traits suggest an
approach that more accurately admits of the
dynamic and interactional nature of
personality, the problem of the rating of An
individual by anothar oM a specific slice of
behaviour that is deB~ribed uSing a
pmrticulBr taxonomy, ramaina.
Even aaBuming that the rater uBing the
Q-So,t had absolute and complete knowledge
of the 8U~jDct, he or sha would atill havd
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been limited by the defined and specified
dsscription of tha behaviour that must of
nmccsa.lty freeze, maka static and therafore
not trua-to-life, an otherwise dynamic and
living pr"ocess. In c.''1ddition,the list. o·F
factors or characteristics can never claim
to be exhaustive and therefore fully
descriptive of the individual or the
situations under which creative behaviour
mt.~y cccur ,
This inherer~t sLort.c:omil"lgin any mC-lasl.lrememt.
procedure of t.he complex set. of phenomena
that we call Personalit.y must alao be taken
into account when reviewing the li~itationB
and problema in the present atudy.
(b ) The Meal2ll..rement of Cr'.at.i vi tx
Khatana (1992) dispels the Hmyth" that
cresti vi ty is too diffi cui t to maasure. He
recommends the uae of the Torrance Teata
aayi 1"19 that they arB instr"l.lmantsthnt "t,ell
us with. high laval af predictability how
the creative processing of informatian by an
individual occursH <p. 22). He daBS however
acknowledge Hths aluB'v~ n.ture of
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c::reat.ivi'l"..y" end ~C)ncadaathat the)l"'e is as
yet. no t.est for "n"'tive crei\ltivity" (ibid).
In addition to thiS, not all of ehe Torrance
Tasts wera waad far this atudYl only three
th.:~i~test in the Iffi <,;jur"al"made wer!);)1.,\sed ,
with tha raault that it cannot be claimed
that a comprehensive ar global measure of
Creativity was obtained. Ona is also
therefore unable to conclude whether or not
there would hava bean correlations between
the hypothesized ago fUnctions Bnd a
Creativity score that was made up of all or
more of the Torrance meaSures. A fuller
testing of Creative potential wauld have
lent mora weight to any conClusions drawn in
thi s stl.ldy.
6. Suggestion. fgr Further Research
In g~lneral , th~ 'failure of this e>lperimant to
Pl"ot!\..It,;aany sl.lbstantia1 SI.IPPOy·tfor the
h)fpoth£~ses suggant:.s that a mora comf,rehensi ve and
acc\..\''''""ta.::IssessmG>nt.both of ago fl,lnctions ..:\50 wall
ss ~f Creativity might yield more conclusive
I
reBults. A mora open-ended axploratary study
that Bxaminacl ago~functionine in depth in
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relation to a full aBsasement nf Creativity in
the individual might yield a u~eful result in the
form of a configuration of ago functions that are
predominant in the creative peraon. This would
Berve one of the stated aims of this study in
that an understanding ~f what make. people
creative in terms of ego processes would be
g,:d, nod,
The negative correlation between one of the
additional ego functions examined, namely
Substitution, and Creativity, may suggest on tha
one hand that creative i~dividual. tend not to
function in this way. On the other hand, as
concluded earlier, if the mothers, in rating
their children, tended to show their own
prefersnces fell'" what 'thl!:!Yconsidered ,tobe
desirable behaviour, then one may assume that
thoBe who rear their children with Substitution
as a goal, may In fact be stifling their
~hildren's creativity by insisting too much upon
correct, civil and regulated behaviour, This
result paints to a possibly profitable
examination of parenting atyles B~d family
d~namicB in rel.tion to the creative functioning
of children. This was al~o a finding and
~;;uggea-Uon of Shml..ll(ler/~':.research. (lty68p. 132),
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Allied to the above is the observation that the
mother's rating of the subjects may have ~een
biased towards aocial daairability and perceived
expectation of the examiner. This problem may be
t)bviated by obtaining an I.lnbii:ilsedI'sting o·f the
child's ago functioning. This may best be
achieved by using a professional examiner who is
not inveated in the perceptions others may hava
of the child. Idsally, a psychologist shol.lld
rata tha child on the Q-Sort following a thorough
clinical examination and series of interviews or
play assassment sessions. Such. study would by
its nature usa a limitad number of subjects but
would gain greatly in its descriptive and
exploratory value. Along the sama lines, a atudy
that combined an as.ssament of the child by
Parents, TeAchers end Psychologist would al.o be
of v",lLIe.
As mentioned earlier in the section on the
problem of creativity measuremantf it is also
$uggssted that a more comprehensive and global
measure of creativity be obtained so as to
strengthen the conclusions drawn in relatIng this
to ego functioning.
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An important and interesting thaoratical
assumption was encountered in the course of this
study and ~his related to the Kleini.n view of
Reparatlon in the Depressive position. The
reparative act in real Iifa or in the
individuals' fantasy, is seen as a primary basis
for creativity in that the lost or damaged object
is restol'"'edby the crea'tive process in the ego.
These reparative processes are seen by Klein as
"the mainspring for sUblimations throughout
life". (1952 p , 93). A phenomenological study
that explored both the contsNt and the content of
creative proWuctions or spontaneous fantasies and
daydreams for reparative themes may be of us. in
this regard, but would of course pose
methodologLcal problems.
A further suggBstion that is linked to tha above
ia to eNamin. the creative process as it
''l~nifests in th~ clinici::llor pi::Ithologi.cal
picture. The present study impli~s a connection
between cre~tivity and ment~l health or the state
of full psychological ft.,lnc'tl,Ot~ing"Creetivity is
Baen as bath having a healing function as wall as
being a manif.station of health. Therefore the
failure to function creatively in atataa of
pathology or alse the working of creativity under
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these circumslances may be areas of fruitful
ra.ear~h. A~ analysis of creative fantasy play
in the arana of child psychotherapy may yield
important insights into the healing function of
the creative pro~v~s.
This study aimed to examine the ego functioning
of creative children with ~ view to testing
various theories of creative functioning. A
review of the development of these theories from
Fre?ud.S Vlri tings i:\\tthe begi nni nn of thi s c:entl.lry
to more current conceptions of creativity as a
function of ego-procesmes, attempt~d to show the
evolution of the theo.y on Creativity.
The theories examined suggested that creativE
individuals would Ca) exhibit more Tolerance of
Ambiguity in their thinking and emotional
functioning, (b) would whow mOre Regraasion in
the Service o{ the Ego aMd (e) would be
significi:\\ntlymore empathic than lOW-creative
children,
A conception of ego functioning wa. developed,
based upon the writing of Norma H.an (1;77). An
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attempt was made to show the shift in emphasis
that has taken place botn in thinki~g about
creativity as well as in the neo-analytic theory
in ganeF.l, tuwards a ~ar mora developed and
comprehensive view of the role of Ego in everyday
functioning. The ayo is seen within the view of
ConatructlviBt Man as having autonomy and
intellective, creative ability. rather than being
il mach.,:\nil::<?Il"director of traffic" batween tha
systems o~ psyche. Within this View, the role of
Ego in creative functioning is emphasised in this
s'\:,I.lcly.
The particular ego functions based upon the
theory discussed were measured by haVing the
childre~'s mothers rata them an the Haan a-Sort
of Ego ProcaBBes. A measure of the child'.
creativity was obtained using three salectad
activities from the Torrance Teata of Creative
Thinking. A number of other ego functions ware
alao examined in an invsstigative proeMS.
aaeondary to the main hypotheses. The
carralations between Creativity And thD various
Ego functions wars calculatod.
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Statistical analysis of the results failed to
show any support for the hypotheses, This was
attributed partly to tha bias by the math.~s
rating their children in the direction Ot Bocial
des:l.rabili'tyof certain ego f\.lnc:tions,1:\5 well i:\Is
possibly to their perceived expectations of the
researrher. It is suggested that these phenomena
occurred as • function of the difficulty the
mother. experienced in using the Q-Sort which may
be better employaU by trained professionale.
~11y on the ago function of Substitution did a
significant correlation emerge whera Substitution
VIes negati vel y corl"'elated wi th Creativi'l:y. Thi m
result suggested to the research that Cal
Children who I.IS8 substitution a lot in 'their
repertoire of ego functioning tend not co be
creative and/or (b) mothers who value
sUbstitution as SOCially desirable and parent
their children to thiB en", may tend to stifle
~ra.tivity in their parenting Btyle ••
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A discussion of th~ results and limitations of
the study followed with a conside~.tion of
methodological problems in the measurement Gf
both Per.anality Bnd Creativity, as well as a
review Qf problems specific to the pr••ent
atudy. Suggestions were made for further
research that relate to the theory reviewed in
this study.
Due to the methodological problems encountered in
thiB rasaarch, no strong conclusions Can be drMwn
regarding the validity of the theories
discuasad. The work of theorists and researcher.
from Freud's dRY to the present do ramain ~owever
as valuable modela in understanding and working
clinically with the c ~pleN and potentially
elusive phenomena of Creativity_
APPENDIX I
SIMPLE STATISTICS
VARIABLE N I-IEAN STP DEV
TOA 60 14.18::'1:333 3.716622
E:MP 60 19.250000 3.610836
RISE 60 20 ..5333:33 2.965717
PROJ 60 13.933333 3.874588
DEN 60 12.833333 3.18453.2
CQt-!C 60 15.783333 5.168653
2UaL 60 18.883333 3.3G5i97
SUBS 60 17.166667 3.8813997
REF'R 60 11.583333 ::';.391373
CREAT 60 74.316667 23.5742:5$
~:e:t
TOA Tolerance of Ambiguity
EMP Empathy
RISE Regression in the Service of the Ego
PROJ Projection
Oe:N Denial
CONC Concentration
SUBl Sublimation
SUBS Substitution
REF'R Repression
CREAT - Creativity
A?PENDIX II The Tor~anQe Tests of Creativity
Activity 4: PRODUCT IMPROVEMENT
In the middle \~f thi.; nage is a sketch of a stuffed toy elephant of the kind you call buy
in most dime stor.n for abo.it one to two dollars. It is about six inches tall and weighs
about a half pound. In' tv; «paces on this page and the next one, list the cleverest, most
interesting and unusual Wl')'S you can think of for changing this toy elephant so that
children will have more fun playing with it. Do not worry about how much the change
would cost. Think only about what would make it more fun to play with as a toy.
l. ~ __~ __~ ~ ___
I')..._-------- ------- -------,----,3. r ,
4. .~ --
5. _
6. _
7. -- _
8. ,
9. , _
10. ~_
11. _
12. _
13.
14. , _
15. _
16. _
17•..__, ~ -. _
18. .... _
19._, _
.---..---------------
21.
22._.~ _
23._
M._. --- , ~ __
25. __ ~ -_
26. _
27._.__,
28. -_
f>.9,_. , _
30. ~ ,
31._,_._. __ ~- .__ ~ _
32.. _..._.__.____. -- ~ .._ ~
Activity 5: UNUSUAL USES (Oardhoard Boxes)
Most people throw their empty cardboard boxes away, but the;f have thousands of in-
teresting and unusual uses. In the spaces below and on the next page, list as many of
these interesting and unusual uses as you can think of. Do not limit yourself to any
one size of box. You may use as many boxes as you like. Do ltlOt limit yourself to the
uses you have seen or heard about: think about as many posslble new uses as you can.
1. _
2.
3. ~ __ ~ _
4.__ ~_~ ---_
5._~ _
6. - ,
7.
8. - ~ __ ~ - __
9. _
10.
ll. - ~ _
12. -_~ , ,_~_
13.
14. - ~, ..__ ,
15, ,
16, ._~ _
17......... _
18. ---_- _
19. ,...-__ ' ~ , _
20._ ......... - _
21. ~ -_
22.
23. ~ ~ ----
24. -- _
25. _
26. _
2'l. -_--
28., __ ~. _
29. .~ __
30. _
31. , ,, ~~
32. ~ ___
33., _
34. , --------- .
35. ~_- --
36., _
37., ._~ -. _
sa ~ - ___
39., ~ - _
40., - - , ~--
41. __ ~ -_~
42._~ - ~ _
43., _
44., ~ _
45. _
46. _
47. . ~ _
48. __ , _
49._- ..- _
50._~ _
Acti~ ~st SUPPOSE
You will now be given an improbable situation-one that will probably never happen.
You will have to just suppose that it has happened. This will give you a chance to use
your imagination to think out all of the other exciting things that would happen IF this
improbable situation were, to come true.
In your imagination, just suppose that the situation described W.Jreto happen. THEN
think of all of the other things that would happen because of it. In other words, what
would be the consequences ~ Make as lUauy guesses as you can.
The improbable situation-JUST SUPPOSE clouds had slrings attached 10 them which
hang down 10 earth. What would happen] List your ideas and guesses on the next page.
-
...-.t------------~-------~------
1. _
2. _
3._
4., _
5.
6.,~ __
7. ._~ . _
8. ~-- ~
9 _
1.0. _
11. ---- __
12. __
13.~ _
14.
15., ~ -- __ ~ _
16., - __
17.
18.
19. _
20. -_
21. _
22., -_---- ------~ _
23. _
24. _
25. _
26. . _
27., ~- _
Appendix III Q Sort of Ego Procasses=
Coping and Defense
Item Listing
COGNITIVE FUNCTIONS
Objectivity
1. Distinguishes betwean hi. own feelings and the
facts of situations
2. Views self in an objective light
3. Evaluates both sides af arguments, including
those contrary to his own point of view
IsolB'tion
4. Fails to see connections between related id~as
5. Compartmentalizes his feelings
6. Misses connections between feelings and ideas
Intell ectt.lali by
7. L~ts mind roam freely to consider possibiliti~s
(low if restricted in range)
S. Applies abstract, formal ideas in solving
problems (low if thinks concretely>
9. Attempts to get at the "tr't.lth,"even if it i IS
against his own self-interest
Intelluctualization
to. Produces intellectualizations rather than cogent
solutior:s
11. Applies abstract idaas and terms to situations to
avoid feelings
12. Produces intellactualizations which seem
self-serving
Logical Analysis
13. Deduces seemingly accurate consequences of an
avent (place low if either not interested or
inaccurate)
lIl. "Etacktracks" to reconstrl.lc:ta piausi ble chai n of
evants ~low if doasn't Use past to understand
present)
15. Givas seemingly accurate reasons as to why
interper't."ll'alevents arose (low if not
...,tel"'ested.or inaccurate)
Rtiltionalization
16. Deduces unlikely and possibly self-Jarving
consequence. of events (low if rational)
17. Uffers unlikely reasons for his past actions (low
if not interested or accuratn)
18. Reconstructs implausible chains of events (low if
nut interestea or accurate)
INTRACEPTIVE FUNCTIONS
Tolerance of Ambiguity
19. Can defer decisions in complicated situations
(low if unable to make decisions or acts on spur
of moment)
20. Tolerates uncertainty in the structure and rules
of situationa (low if needa certainty)
21. Able to wait for other people to make up their
minds in complicated situations~ tolerates
indecision or slowness in others
Doubt and Indecision .Unable to commit .elf to personal courses of
action even when possible to do so (place law if
action o~iented)
23. Rethinks wh~t he or ahe has already decided (low
if decisive)
24. Has a tentative attitude toward problems and
human relationa
Empathy
25. Tries to understand others' feelings and
perceptions (low if oblivious to others'
feelings)
26. Reacts sensitively to others' feelings
27. Anticipates other.' reactions to situations with
accuracy, th~t iSI can put himself in other
fellow'. boot.
F'rojec:tion
28. F'reoc:t:::upiadwith the possibility th",t others will
er·t bi<ldly
29. Fe"la accused and criticized by others
30. Vigilant in Uferr~ting» out others' reactions
Regression in Service of Ego (Playfulness)
31. Enjoys s\..wpriaing aspects of si'l:uations, for
sxample, situational humour, or .udden insights
32. Plays with idea., and feelings without being
r.:onstra:l.nadby sit\..li:\'tior'laldE~mahds (low if
constrainad by aituations)
33. IntegrdtBa past memorias with praaent to enhance
his understandings
Regression
34. Seems to axpect that hs will be cmred for in
difficult situations
36. Acts non-age-appropriat~ in Bome situations or in
important relationships (low if in eherge of self
and sit l.lilIt i on)
36. Views salf as not baing responsible in difficult
ai tl.lations
ATTENTION-FOCUSING FUNCTIONS
Concentration
37. Fncusas attention and effort on most relevant
problems of situations
38. Completes tasks even if he must s~t aside
interaating dietractions (low if acts on whims'
39. organizes self to complate tasks according to
worl~ p lana
Deni al
40. Oblivious to complex. problematic nuancea of
sitt..li;\tions
41. Ignores aspects of his situations that are
potantially threatening
42. Focuses attantion on the pleasant aspect. of
problems ~IMd ignor'es others, for e>t.:1lmple,lIS;very
clo\..\dhdS a silver liningll
8t..lbl i m~ti em
43. Can eHpreas agg'''esBive, even host i 1a f eali ngs
when the situation needs and warrants it
44. Expresses warm feelings taward a variety of
activities ~nd people
4::5, S;:!presses feelings in a variety of so!;\tisfy:l.ng,
eociAlly tolerated waya
Di apl,:'Icement
46. Displaces feelings in form (e.g., stomach ache
instead of tamper tantrum) ~~ ill object (kicks
dog instead of bOBS)
47. Misdirecta positive, warm feelings from original
alms or object (e.g. j dogs are better tha~
pl~opla)
4B. Expresses aggrAssive, even hostile feelings in
nonrelev.al"ltconteHta and objects (irrelevar,t
;irritabi 1ity>
SL\bsti t.ut:!.on
49. Acts fairly, even in trying circumstances
50. Acts civilly .VBn in trying circumstances
51. Regulates expression of feelings proportionate to
the situation
Reaction Formation
52. Acts with conformity in most circumatances
53. Acts with such fairness that legitimate
self-interest seams negated (a.g., masochistic)
54. Acts with excessive moderation in circumstances
that seam to warrant expression of faeling
St.tppression
55. Supprasses, but is .wara of feelings and thaughts
in most circumstances (low if expresses or
unaware of
feel.ings
56. Controls expression of affective reactions when
not appropri ata to e>tprass them, for exampl e,
01cler person not hUI..ting chil elren even when
provokeel
57. Inhibits his reactions for the time being when
appropriate
Repression
58. Constricts Lnel inhibits his cognitive
associations
59. Forgets aspects of trying circumstances
60. Unable to recall painful experiences
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